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Abstract
This thesis proposes methodologies to improve heavy vehicle design by reducing
the total cost of ownership and by increasing energy efficiency and safety.
Environmental issues, consumers expectations and the growing demand for
freight transport have created a competitive environment in providing better
transportation solutions. In this thesis, it is proposed that freight vehicles can
be designed in a more cost- and energy-efficient manner if they are customized
for narrow ranges of operational domains and transportation use-cases. For this
purpose, optimization-based methods were applied to minimize the total cost
of ownership and to deliver customized vehicles with tailored propulsion compo-
nents that best fit the given transportation missions and operational environment.
Optimization-based design of the vehicle components was found to be effective due
to the simultaneous consideration of the optimization of the transportation mis-
sion infrastructure, including charging stations, loading-unloading, routing and
fleet composition and size, especially in case of electrified propulsion. Implement-
ing integrated vehicle hardware-transportation optimization could reduce the total
cost of ownership by up to 35% in the case of battery electric heavy vehicles.
Furthermore, in this thesis, the impacts of two future technological advance-
ments, i.e., heavy vehicle electrification and automation, on road freight trans-
port were discussed. It was shown that automation helps the adoption of battery
electric heavy vehicles in freight transport. Moreover, the optimizations and sim-
ulations produced a large quantity of data that can help users to select the best
vehicle in terms of the size, propulsion system, and driving system for a given
transportation assignment.
The results of the optimizations revealed that battery electric and hybrid heavy
combination vehicles exhibit the lowest total cost of ownership in certain trans-
portation scenarios. In these vehicles, propulsion can be distributed over different
axles of different units, thus the front units may be pushed by the rear units.
Therefore, online optimal energy management strategies were proposed in this
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thesis to optimally control the vehicle motion and propulsion in terms of the
minimum energy usage and lateral stability. These involved detailed multitrailer
vehicle modeling and the design and solution of nonlinear optimal control prob-
lems.
Keywords: transportation mission, propulsion system tailoring, optimization,
heterogeneous heavy vehicle fleet, electrified propulsion, electromobility, auto-
mated driving systems, automation, optimal energy management, total cost of
ownership, fleet sizing, long combination vehicles, single-track and two-track ve-
hicle models, vehicle stability, motion control, longer heavier vehicles, optimal
control, predictive energy management and vehicle stability.
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New road transportation solutions can find their way to the market and be success-
fully accepted by consumers if they are economically competitive, energy efficient,
and safe on roads.
Enhancement of road freight transport economy
In 2018, road freight transport accounted for 75.3% of the total EU inland tonne-
kilometers of freight transport. The rest of the freight transport was performed
using rail (18.7%) and inland waterways (6.0%) [34]. The selection of the trans-
portation mode depends on factors such as cost, availability of infrastructure,
accessibility, and speed.
The demand for road freight transport is growing [32] and a consequent in-
crease in emissions and environmental damage is expected. The growing demand
for road freight transport, pressure from regulators to fulfill environmental stan-
dards, technological advancements, and increasing consumer expectations create
a competing environment for industrial players, original equipment manufacturers
and logistics planners. These factors are often in contradiction to reducing vehicle
costs. The primary drivers, however, for the adoption of a new road transport so-
lution are the improved economy and profitability. The transport volume growth
and the implementation of new technologies are two important sources of the fu-
ture revenue increase in the truck industry [2]. Therefore, the competitiveness
of new transport solutions depends on the development and implementation of
new technologies, including driving automation systems (DASs) of different levels
[122] and alternative propulsion systems and fuels, with lower prices.
Concerning the electrification of the propulsion system, environmental, tech-
nical, logistic, and financial factors, along with energy supply and infrastructure,
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are essential, [132, 112, 128], whereas profitability is the primary reason for major
transportation companies to adopt electrification.
Reducing emissions and improving energy efficiency
Heavy vehicles contributed 25% of road transport production of CO2 in Europe in
2016 [32], and despite recent improvements in fuel efficiency, emissions from road
freight transport are rising due to increasing traffic, emphasizing the importance of
employing new transport solutions to meet environmental standards. In addition,
according to Regulation (EU) 2018/842, CO2 emissions of new heavy-duty vehicles
must be reduced by 15% before the year 2025 and by 30% before 2030, compared
to the emissions produced in 2019.
Increasing safety
In 2016, the World Health Organization reported approximately 1.35 million road
traffic fatalities worldwide [146]. Such fatalities have shown an increasing trend.
Heavy vehicles were involved in approximately 10% of road accident fatalities in
2016 [80, 33] in Europe. In recent years, advances in commercial vehicle safety has
contributed to a decrease in fatalities related to these vehicles by approximately
40% between 2007 and 2016 in Europe [33]. In addition, DASs [122] have the
potential to further decrease road accidents [3, 5, 17, 69] by performing complete
or part of dynamic driving tasks. However, there are few publications related to
driving automation and the active safety of heavy vehicles, despite differences in
the dynamic behavior of these vehicles and passenger cars caused by differences
in dimensions, center of gravity (COG), and articulation [135].
Moreover, among road freight transport solutions, long combination vehicles
(LCVs) or longer heavier vehicles (LHVs), i.e., vehicles that have two or more
articulated (towed) units, can help to satisfy the growing demand for road freight
transport [118]. These vehicles occupy less space on the road for the same amount
of transported freight. Moreover, LHVs of four vehicle units demonstrated reduced
total cost of ownership (TCO) and fuel consumption by approximately 30% and
17%, respectively, on average compared to tractors and semi-trailers according to
Papers C and D.
Despite the economic and environmental benefits of deploying LHVs, only
a few countries allow LHVs on public roads, especially LHVs of four units, as
their dynamic behavior must be improved and better controlled to ensure safe
performance on the road [18, 48, 86]. This is especially important when the
propulsion is distributed between axles of different vehicle units with the purpose
of electrification and emissions reduction.
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1.2 Main research questions
In freight transport, there are numerous contributing factors impacting transport
efficiency and cost. Recognizing and understanding all these factors to include
them in a mathematical model and optimization process to obtain the best solu-
tions might not appear to be realistic. However, the development of such opti-
mization models is possible if there is adequate information about potential future
use-cases and the operational environment in which the vehicles are going to be
employed. Moreover, considering closed-boundary use-cases opens up possibilities
to find more cost- and energy-efficient customized vehicle-transport solutions.
Through implementation of mathematical modeling and optimization pro-
cesses, this thesis addresses the following main questions.
– How can the road freight transportation efficiency and profitability be en-
hanced by tailoring the propulsion system of fleet freight vehicles when elec-
trically propelled axles are allowed on any unit?
– How is the vehicle propulsion optimization coupled with the vehicle opera-
tional environment and infrastructure, and how do they affect each other?
– What are the answers to the above questions when automated driving sys-
tems are used?
– How can the motion and the powertrain of the designed vehicles be con-
trolled in an optimal manner, considering the minimum energy usage and
vehicle stability as components of the driving automation systems?
1.3 Background
1.3.1 Transportation mission
Road vehicle manufacturers often design heavy vehicles for a wide range of trans-
portation missions and operational environments. Consumers purchase vehicles
based on the intended use-case. If the use-case, for which the purchased vehicle
is going to be employed is not clearly known, the vehicle optimality in terms of
the operational and investment costs might be compromised. Moreover, if the
consumers know the exact use-case of the vehicle, the designed vehicle might not
be best-suited to perform the intended task of the consumer.
A simple example of choosing the correct vehicle for a specific transportation
mission, regardless of the vehicle propulsion system, involves the selection of the
appropriate vehicle size. The absolute investment and operational cost often in-
crease with the size of the vehicle. To have a profitable business, the investment
cost must be returned by the increased vehicle utilization and the time on the
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road. Therefore, short-distance transportation assignments with long standing-
still times result in low utilization, which makes large vehicles unsuitable for these
kinds of assignments.
Vehicle size is only one aspect of the vehicle that influences the investment and
operational cost. Other aspects, such as the propulsion system, driver, loading-
unloading (LU), and driving cycle, also influence the TCO and must be consid-
ered when selecting the appropriate vehicle for a given transpiration mission all
together.
Vehicle customization, however, is not a new objective of commercial-vehicle
manufacturers. For example, the global truck application or the global trans-
port application has already been developed to provide descriptions of vehicle
utilization and the operational environment [30, 115] for vehicle customization
and tailoring the vehicle hardware components. Such a tool can be incorporated
with a more detailed description of the transportation mission characterized by
nodes, demands, and available routes, to design even better customized vehicles,
as performed in this thesis.
1.3.2 Automation
Major developments in automated driving systems (ADS) are expected in the near
future and will reshape road transportation [142, 41]. ADS contribute to better
user experience, efficiency, safety, mobility, productivity, energy, environment,
and economy [3, 5, 14, 17, 54, 87, 95, 141, 142, 134, 74]. The user objectives
and motivations differ for passenger cars and freight transport [141, 106], e.g.,
improving the user experience and reducing environmental damage for passenger
cars and increasing the productivity and profitability for freight transport. In
freight transport, the increased profitability caused by ADS is due to the reduction
in labor costs and facilitated logistics and increased utilization and efficiency [142].
For instance, the driver cost disappears in high or full driving automation, whereas
the cost of the transportation mission management system (TMMS) and the cost
of sensors needed for road perception and response add up to the TCO. Moreover,
in passenger cars, the reduction in fuel consumption achieved via ADS can reach
10% [96], whereas it is expected to be higher in freight transport, considering
that heavy vehicles can form platoons, i.e., 8% and 15% for 10 m and 4 m gaps,
respectively [136].
In the literature, different terms are used to refer to a “driving automation
system” (DAS) and its features. This thesis follows the taxonomy defined in SAE
standard J3016 [122]. According to this standard, a DAS refers to any system or
feature that performs the entire or part of a dynamic driving task. Such systems
can be categorized into five levels. A level–1 DAS (driver assistance) controls
either lateral or longitudinal motion. A level–2 DAS (partial driving automation)
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controls both lateral and longitudinal motion. A level–3 DAS (conditional driving
automation) is capable of performing the entire dynamic driving task, but the
driver should be ready to take control upon system request. In levels 1–3 of a DAS,
a human driver must be present in the cabin. However, in level–4 (high driving
automation) and level–5 (full driving automation), the presence of a human driver
in the cabin is not needed: the DAS is capable of performing the entire dynamic
driving task. In this case, a level–4 or level–5 DAS can stop the vehicle on the side
of the road in the case of a failure. According to SAE standard J3016 [122], ADS
refer to levels 3–5, and level–4 or level–5 DAS is referred to as an ADS–dedicated
vehicle (ADS–DV). At levels 4 and 5, a remote dispatcher performs the dynamic
driving task remotely, whenever necessary, and verifies the operational readiness
of the vehicle. Levels 4 and 5 differ in their operational design domains. The
operational design domain refers to the conditions under which a given DAS is
designed to operate. A level–4 DAS is limited to a specific operational design
domain, whereas a level–5 DAS is designed to operate on all roads and conditions
that are navigable by a human driver.
1.3.3 Electrification
Battery electric and plug-in hybrid heavy vehicles produce less emissions than con-
ventional vehicles, provided that the electric energy comes from renewable sources.
However, the profitability of these vehicles is a concern in transportation. Factors
that affect the profitability of these vehicles include operating range, payload,
weight and volume of goods, charging infrastructure, utilization level, purchase
cost, battery life, energy consumption, average speed, available routes, incentives,
and logistics, according to [147], [132], [20], [40], [133], [85], [12], [101], [59], [112],
[130] and [131].
For example, in addition to TCO, an important deciding factor for the adop-
tion of battery electric heavy vehicles (BEHVs) in freight transport is their op-
erating range, which is limited by battery capacity. Large batteries increase the
vehicle TCO, which emphasizes the importance of BEHV customization based
on the known transportation mission and other factors mentioned above. Hybrid
vehicles that use battery or fuel cells as the sources of power were designed to in-
crease the operating range; however, they also benefit from vehicle customization.
In regards to the impacts of high or full driving automation, i.e., increased uti-
lization level, enhanced mission planning and logistics, improved energy manage-
ment, and reduced energy consumption, and the requirement of BEHVs profitabil-
ity, it can be concluded that ADSs increase BEHVs profitability and productivity,
as is shown in this thesis.
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1.3.4 Total cost of ownership
TCO is a measure for comparative analysis of competitive technologies. For in-
stance, the profitability of vehicles with different powertrains can be compared
using TCO [20, 40, 85, 130, 147, 84, 53, 131, 133, 112, 141, 111, 83]. The TCO
of a vehicle includes the operational costs and the depreciation of the purchase
price. Operational costs include the costs of fuel/energy, maintenance, taxes, and
insurance, as well as the operational costs related to automation, e.g., remote
dispatchers and TMMS, in the case of commercial ADS–DVs. Purchase price in-
cludes vehicle hardware component costs and the cost of additional sensors and
investment in remote dispatchers, in the case of ADS–DVs, and the cost of charg-
ing infrastructure and LU.
For ADS–DVs, TCO analysis is rare in literature. Wadud Z. [141] performed
a TCO analysis of conventional private and commercial vehicles and studied the
potential adoption of ADS–DVs on public roads. The author stated that as the
driver share of TCO increases, automation become more beneficial, e.g., in small
commercial vehicles.
Moreover, as regards road vehicle competitive powertrain technologies, the
literature about TCO all involves human drivers.
In the road freight transport sector, the literature confirms that the following
factors help the competitiveness of the electric trucks against conventional coun-
terparts: high utilization, low speed, frequent stops, tax incentives, long planning
time horizon, i.e., vehicle life time beyond 10 years [20, 40], vehicle efficiency as-
sociated with the driving cycle, diesel fuel price, battery price and replacement,
charging infrastructure, purchase price [85], vehicle customization, subsidies and
exemption from city tolls, intermediate and quick charging, multishift operations,
improvements in routing and scheduling [130], the period of ownership, the resid-
ual value and the second life of the battery [84, 83].
1.3.5 Infrastructure
Infrastructure in this thesis refers to LU devices that are available in LU points, as
well as the charging stations and available routes. LU can be performed either with
the help of the personnel and driver or automatically. Infrastructure is important
because it has a direct impact on vehicle utilization and driver cost, and, thus, the
TCO. LU and charging time reduce the vehicle time on-road and the utilization,
while the driver cost is not reduced. On the other hand, there is a trade-off
between the increased operational cost imposed by the LU and charging time and
the investment cost spent on the LU devices and charging station power to reduce
those operational costs. Therefore, depending on the transportation mission, the
optimum infrastructure varies. For example, for quick LU of containers, having
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an additional semitrailer, i.e., swapping a loaded semitrailer with an unloaded one
or vice-versa, can reduce TCO, whereas other means of LU might yield a lower
TCO if the container is not full.
Moreover, in freight transport, the driver often assists loading-unloading (LU)
of the freight. Full automation of freight transport, therefore, also involves au-
tomation of LU. Automated guided vehicle (AGV) systems optimize the material
flow and reduce personnel [41]. AGVs can be used for automated LU because
they can operate automatically by themselves 24/7 due to the repetitive nature
of the operations. The use of AGV systems in industry is widespread, as they are
very useful in multishift operations and reducing TCO [138, 89].
Furthermore, in this thesis, charging stations are utilized at the LU point or
consumer locations (if their existence is allowed by the optimizer). This approach
saves costs and time compared to the use of publicly scarce charging stations [81]
if LU and charging occur at the same place and time [131].
1.3.6 Predictive energy management
LHVs with distributed propulsion might yield the lowest TCO for a wide range
of transportation assignments. In addition, advanced control strategies such as
model predictive control (MPC) can be used for safe and energy-efficient oper-
ations. However, these control strategies do not need to be included in TCO
minimization processes because they have a negligible effect (less than 2%) on the
TCO, and all vehicles benefit to a similar extent by using these strategies. There-
fore, the strategies do not affect comparative studies among different powertrains
that are equipped with these strategies. However, inclusion of the advanced con-
trol strategies in LHVs is important for safe operation, which at the same time
enhances the energy efficiency.
Optimal control, in particular MPC, is a suitable approach to solve control
problems of multi-input multi-output systems involving many constraints. More-
over, any objective can be included as long as it can be described by a func-
tion of states, inputs and time (or distance). These properties make MPC a
suitable method for minimizing vehicle energy consumption. In addition, an es-
timation of the future evolution of the system based on road topography and
surrounding environment data is effective in reducing the energy consumption
[125, 97, 42, 56, 126, 66, 67, 100, 137, 94, 21].
The literature reports different approaches for solving optimal control problems
related to vehicle energy management using a point mass description of vehicle
dynamics. The effectiveness of an approach in real-time applications depends on
the problem definition and the number of states and control actions. As such,
methods based on Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP), dynamic program-
ming (DP) according to Paper B and [126] , and direct methods, e.g., sequential
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quadratic programming (SQP) [67, 100], are popular. PMP-base methods use
PMP to derive analytic expressions to find the optimal solution. The equivalent
consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) is a well-known example of PMP in
hybrid electric vehicle energy management. In this problem, a dual variable re-
places the actual problem state variable, and the prime problem is translated into
a boundary-value problem that can be solved using shooting techniques. However,
PMP techniques are computationally inefficient in the case of frequently activated
state constraints.
DP is a useful method for solving optimal control problems involving integer
decisions, i.e., mixed-integer optimal control problems. DP is based on Bellman’s
principle of optimality [8]. However, the inefficient implementation of DP in the
presence of many state and control variables makes DP suitable mainly for off-
line applications or applications with a low number of states and input decisions.
For problems that involve two or more continuous states, direct methods are
suitable, e.g., SQP, where, the state of charge (SOC) and speed profile can be
simultaneously optimized. Integer states, i.e., engine on/off and gear profiles can
also be added, for example, by combining convex optimization and DP [67, 100]
or by combining DP and PMP [137]. Further explanation of the above approaches
can be found in later chapters of this thesis. Overviews of different methods are
provided in [94] and [21].
1.3.7 Vehicle motion modeling
Models of vehicle motion are needed to evaluate the performance of combination
vehicles and their safe and energy-efficient optimal control. The longitudinal and
lateral dynamic motion of a vehicle can be described by a mathematical model,
with the purpose of developing early conceptual designs, as an alternative to
performing real-world experiments [91, 4, 19, 78, 28, 38], or as a state prediction
model within a controller, e.g., for motion control [36, 37, 35] and/or for powertrain
control [67, 100].
The fidelity and complexity of mathematical models differ depending on the
application of the vehicle model. In every application, there is a trade-off between
model accuracy and computational efficiency, and the modeling often entails sim-
plifications and linearization. For optimization and control design in real-time ap-
plications, proper simplification and/or linearization of the model is necessary to
capture important dynamic behavior while maintaining computational efficiency
[25, 52, 120, 92, 139, 123, 99, 61, 145, 63, 129, 104]. In vehicle control applications,
a simple model, e.g., a point mass or a single-track linear (STL) model, is often
used for state prediction. Then, a more complicated vehicle model is used for
control allocation in the second control layer, e.g., for powertrain control [67] or
motion control [148].
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In the literature, STL models are widely used as linear models to describe
the motion of articulated vehicles and LHVs [92, 62, 13, 76]. These models ap-
proximate vehicle motion in certain driving scenarios and in certain applications
with an acceptable accuracy. These scenarios include active steering and feedback
motion control in nonoptimal control applications and steady state maneuvers at
constant speed with small steering and articulation angles. STL models are de-
rived by assuming small articulation, steering and tire slip angles and a linear tire
model, by decoupling the longitudinal and lateral equations and by neglecting lon-
gitudinal acceleration. However, early system linearization, as in the case of STL
models, where the nature of the maneuver has not been taken into account, are
not suitable for applications of optimal control with long prediction horizons and
combined steering, braking and propulsion control. Moreover, depending on the
maneuver, the essential dynamics can be lost, including the accuracy in the esti-
mation of articulation angles and lateral acceleration on curved roads, the relation
between longitudinal and lateral dynamics, and phenomena from non-Ackermann
geometry. Comparisons between STL models and high-fidelity models can be
found in [62, 13].
1.3.8 Vehicle lateral stability
Understanding the lateral stability of combination vehicles is important for im-
proving the safety within vehicle predictive motion control.
Free-response lateral stability
If longitudinal and lateral dynamics are decoupled, then the lateral equation of
motion can be linearized given a constant longitudinal speed. In this case, the
system dynamics can be expressed in state-space form, whereas the system matrix
depends on the vehicle parameters such as mass distribution, wheelbases, and po-
sition of articulation points [92]. In most cases, and for normal mass distributions,
the articulated vehicles are designed such that the eigenvalues of the continuous-
system matrix are all negative, indicating that the linear system is mathematically
stable. Asymptotic stability of the nonlinear system, however, requires a careful
proof using the Lyapunov theorem [73].
Vehicle-driver closed-loop stability
The articulated vehicle stability often refers to vehicle-driver closed-loop stability.
Instability is defined as an unbounded articulation angle and/or loss of control by
deviating from the desired path [92], e.g., jack-knifing or trailer swing, as shown
in Fig. 1.1. In these cases, the vehicle might be mathematically stable in free
response to disturbances.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of losing yaw stability, i.e., jack-knifing and trailer (or dolly) swing.
According to ISO 14791 [64], rearward amplification and dynamic off-tracking
are measures for determining the lateral stability of articulated vehicles, which are
related to the system forced response. The rearward amplification refers to the
ratio between the maximum vehicle response of the last unit and the maximum
response of the first unit during a certain maneuver. The response can be char-
acterized by the lateral acceleration and/or yaw rate. The dynamic off-tracking
(also known as overshoot in a high-speed maneuver) refers to the maximum de-
viation of the path of the last unit, e.g., the center point of the rear edge or the
axle, from the path of the first unit, e.g., the center point of the front edge or the
axle, during a certain maneuver.
1.3.9 Motion planning and motion control
In this thesis, safety critical situations are basically avoided by the predictive
energy management controller including lateral stability constraints. However, the
control strategies are also designed to include path tracking in the cost function
rather than as constraints to reduce lateral off-tracking. Reduction in lateral off-
tracking was not included in the energy management controller in this thesis, but
it was included as a separate controller that can intervene whenever necessary,
used parallel to energy management, or when the energy management controller
is off.
Motion planning is a part of the dynamic driving task in level-3 and higher
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levels of DAS and refers to computing a collision-free and dynamically feasible
motion trajectory [108]. Motion control is thus a low-level control layer respon-
sible for generating control actions that are executed by actuators to track the
trajectory generated by the motion planner. In the case of articulated vehicles
and LHVs, vehicle stability must be assured by both control layers such that the
motion planner generates a feasible path for the motion controller to track the
path and maintain stability. In this case, the two layers can be merged into a
single control layer using a single vehicle model [140].
Direct implementation of motion planning and the control algorithms devel-
oped for passenger cars [51] is not possible for articulated heavy vehicles, especially
for LHVs, due to differences in the height of the COG and weight, as well as the
presence of articulated units. Because of these differences, the path generated by
the motion planner of a passenger car might be infeasible for LHVs and may cause
instability.
For heavy and articulated vehicles, the literature on motion planning is not
rich. Simple vehicle models with zero slip were used, for example, in [46] for path
planning of a truck and trailer using splines and in [90] for path planning of a
two-trailer vehicle using a lattice-based approach. A more complicated vehicle
model was used in [102, 103] for a four-unit LHV, i.e., an A-double, where the
longitudinal and lateral dynamics were decoupled using a STL model. A first-
order model of the powertrain was used to control the acceleration. MPC found
its applications in motion planning, e.g., linear time-varying MPC (LTV-MPC)
was used in [88] for motion planning of a single-unit heavy vehicle, where model
linearization was performed around the operating point using a single-track vehicle
model with constant speed and linear tires. A nonlinear MPC (NMPC) with real
time iteration (RTI) approach [27, 49] was used in [140] for real-time trajectory
planning and control of an A-double, where the relation between the longitudinal
and lateral dynamics was neglected by the authors and it was assumed that all
the vehicle units were at the same longitudinal position. In that work, mainly the
steering input of the first axle was controlled, and the objectives included driver
comfort, tracking performance, and maintaining a safe distance from other road
users.
The literature on the motion control of LHVs focuses mainly on active steering.
Active steering of LHVs refers to controlling the steered axles (usually trailers
axles) to reduce off-tracking. A vehicle model that is often used in active steering
is STL [77, 76, 119, 55, 61, 119, 116].
STL models limit the control design to specific scenarios, and a different design
must be used if the driving scenario is changed. For example, path-following at
low speeds and lateral stability at high speeds are contradictory design goals that
were discussed in [55, 61]. These contradictory design goals were addressed in [70],
where longitudinal velocity was used as a scheduling parameter in a gain-scheduled
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controller.
MPC is not popular in the active steering literature. An LTV-MPC was used
in [9] with a nonlinear single-track model. The LTV-MPC was built via piece-
wise linear approximation of the model for different values of trailer angle. The
objective was to reduce the off-tracking of a tractor-semitrailer. In the vehicle
model, the longitudinal and lateral dynamics were decoupled, and a linear tire
model was used.
In addition to active steering, the literature reports on the use of differential
braking to reduce off-tracking of LHVs [39, 93]. However, this approach was
implemented via heuristics and repetitive simulations rather than by performing
robust optimization.
1.4 Main contributions
This thesis contributes to three overlapping categories related to the design and
control of articulated heavy vehicles and LHVs.
1.4.1 Mission, infrastructure and propulsion tailoring
As was stated in licentiate thesis [44], through implementation of optimization
processes, this thesis contributes to enhancing road freight transportation effi-
ciency and profitability by optimizing missions, fleet propulsion systems and in-
frastructure. Profitability is a key factor for transportation companies to move
towards new solutions; therefore, the total cost of fleet ownership (TCO) was
considered as an optimization objective in most of the cases in this thesis, and
related comparisons are made. The optimization design variables varied with the
problems studied. The variables were related to the transportation mission and
vehicle hardware, in particular, the propulsion system. Within the propulsion
system, the thesis especially considered adding electric propulsion on some units
in LHVs. Transportation mission-related design variables included route, fleet
composition, fleet size, number of trips, speed, and infrastructure, such as LU
scheme and charging station (for electric vehicles) at each node of the transporta-
tion network. Correspondingly, vehicle-related design variables included vehicle
size, type of propulsion system, i.e., a choice between combustion-powered, bat-
tery electric and hybrid powertrains, internal combustion engine (ICE) size, type
of electric motors, number of powered axles, recharging power, and size and type
of the batteries.
Electrified propulsion proved to be one of the main solutions for green trans-
portation. As the literature and real-word experience of transportation companies
suggest, the profitability of battery electric vehicles can be improved by customiz-
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ing the vehicle hardware. Indeed, this thesis identified an interconnection between
different cost indicators, and considering all these indicators in an integrated opti-
mization process could make a fleet of BEHVs competitive with their conventional
counterparts in a wide range of transportation missions.
Furthermore, the highest potential revenue offered by new technologies in the
near future comes from deploying ADS–DVs. In this thesis, it was also shown that
these kind of heavy vehicles might benefit substantially from simultaneous opti-
mization of the vehicle hardware-infrastructure. It was revealed to what extent
ADS facilitate BEHVs in different transportation scenarios, and corresponding
sensitivity analyses were performed.
1.4.2 Vehicle modeling and optimal motion control
In this thesis, a systematic approach was proposed for efficient modeling of two-
and one-track multitrailer vehicles with an arbitrary number of units and different
fidelity. The obtained models are nonlinear; however, methods for linearization
depending on the nature of problem were provided. The performance of the gener-
ated models in predicting the dynamic behavior of the LHVs was validated against
experimental data. The models described the coupled longitudinal and lateral dy-
namics and could be used for measuring the vehicle performance characteristics
and to facilitate coupled steering, braking and propulsion control in any driving
scenario and in optimal control applications.
It was demonstrated that a good choice of a linearization method depends
on the nature of the problem and the maneuver, whereas the accuracy of STL
models should not be taken for granted in all applications. This approach is
particularly important in motion planning and motion control involving long pre-
diction horizons where MPC is used. Through comparison of nonlinear and linear
MPC, i.e., comparison between SQP and LTV-MPC, for trajectory-following and
off-tracking minimization of an A-double LHV, it was shown that STL models
suffer from inaccurate prediction of vehicle dynamic behavior in long prediction
horizons.
1.4.3 Predictive energy management under lateral stabil-
ity constraints
As electrifying the vehicle units was shown to be cost- and energy-effective, this
thesis proposed real-time predictive energy management strategies for minimizing
the energy consumption of hybrid electric vehicles, including DP, and sequential
programming, e.g., SQP and sequential linear programming (SLP). The energy
management strategies considered road topography, road speed limits, and in-
teger decisions for engine on/off and gear selection. Moreover, the distribution
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of braking and propulsion among different axles of different vehicle units could
cause instability; therefore, the problem of predictive energy management of hy-
brid vehicles with distributed propulsion was studied in this thesis. The problem
of real-time optimal EMS of hybrid vehicles was extended to include a detailed
model of vehicle lateral dynamics, the vehicle stability constraints and safe driving.
Such a problem definition was essential for guaranteeing safe control of distributed
propulsion in LHVs. The proposed nonlinear optimal control problem (NOCP)
included 12 states and five inputs for the subject LHV, which was an A-double.
The lateral dynamic model was highly nonlinear. A strategy was proposed to
address the lateral dynamic stability constraints inside the EMS NOCP, which
made the real-time implementation of the algorithm possible.
More detailed contributions of this thesis can be found in section 1.6.
1.5 Limitations
The limitations of this thesis are listed in the following; some were already men-
tioned in the licentiate thesis [44].
 In regards to freight transportation with many contributing factors, an ac-
curate description must be obtained via clear communication between trans-
portation companies, logistic industries and vehicle manufacturers. Thus,
close cooperation between these stakeholders should be implemented during
strategic levels of decision making. This thesis assumed that such coopera-
tion results in a deterministic description of the transportation assignments.
Therefore, possible uncertainties in the description of the transport mission
were neglected. Therefore, the designed vehicles are optimum only for the
assigned mission. The vehicles can be designed for a wide range of missions
if they are required to meet strong performance characteristics, which yields
increased TCO.
 The operational environment and the operating cycles used for TCO opti-
mizations included prescribed reference speed profiles based on the repre-
sentative road data, and no unexpected change in surrounding environment,
e.g., caused by wind and traffic disturbances, were considered. Therefore,
TCO calculation does not include the increased energy consumption and
trip time caused by these disturbances.
 In the case of fleet vehicle-infrastructure design and fleet sizing via TCO
minimization, efficient vehicle longitudinal dynamic and powertrain models
were used. Because the optimization processes needed to be solved for many
different scenarios, the vehicle model simulations had to be computationally
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efficient; thus, the lateral dynamics were neglected during TCO minimiza-
tion. This may result in an underestimation of the energy consumption
which is negligible in TCO calculation for driving in highways.
 The source of power in the designed vehicles included diesel ICEs and batter-
ies, and both in parallel hybrid vehicles, whereas alternative power sources,
such as fuel cells and series hybrid, were not included.
 The control strategies for evaluating energy consumption of different power-
train configurations during TCO minimization followed rule-based strategies
rather than optimal strategies. As shown in Paper B, the contribution of the
optimal energy management strategies in TCO reduction could be negligible
in smooth traffic and was relatively similar for different vehicle powertrain
configurations.
 The vehicle models used for motion control in this thesis were derived based
on assumptions to assure efficient simulation while capturing the impor-
tant dynamics. The vehicle models were limited to the yaw-plane motion,
moment- and friction-free articulation joints, and a small wheel inertia.
Moreover, the longitudinal speed could not be zero, and longitudinal tire
slips were not directly calculated: it was assumed that there was a slip
controller that finds the appropriate slip based on the given tire force.
 The results are based on simulations. No experimental verification was
performed for the proposed control algorithms. However, the developed
vehicle mathematical models were verified using experimental data.
 This thesis assumes that the information about the surrounding environ-
ments, as well as the required feedback signals, is available.
1.6 Outline
The first four chapters of this thesis provide a summary of the appended papers.
Parts of Chapter 5, however, include topics that were not presented in those
papers.
There are two main parts studied in details in this thesis: 1) transportation
mission-based optimization of heavy vehicle fleets, including propulsion tailoring,
and 2) applications of optimal control in minimum-energy transportation, includ-
ing lateral stability and motion control.
The relation between the appended papers and the other publications not
included in this thesis is depicted in Fig. 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The relation between the appended papers, relevant publications, and Chapter 5
of this thesis. Some parts of Chapter 5 are not presented in any of the appended papers.
The content of each of the appended papers and their contributions are de-
scribed in the following:
Paper A, BEHVs vehicle-infrastructure design
In Paper A, the vehicle-infrastructure design problem was discussed. The problem
was defined as minimizing TCO by determining the number of vehicles of type
i to employ on route j, for i = 1, . . . , nv and j = 1, . . . , nr, where nv and nr
denote the total number of vehicle types and available routes. The case-study
problem solved in Paper A included only electrified propulsion and three routes.
The vehicle-related design parameters included the vehicle size, type and number
of electric motors and the type and number of battery packs. The transportation
task-related design parameters included selection of the route and the recharging
power at each node. The design parameters were selected from a discrete set,
and the reference speed was set according to the legal speed limit of the road.
The simplicity of the transportation task comprising only two nodes made it
possible to solve the problem by enumeration, i.e., simulating all the possible
cases and picking the best one. Therefore, it was possible to avoid the use of
optimization methods. The solution of the case study problem in Paper A was
not a heterogeneous fleet but a single battery electric rigid truck operating on a
single route.
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Paper B, power-split EMS sensitivity
In Paper A, the study was limited to BEHVs owing to the user request. How-
ever, a more general definition of vehicle-transport design must include a greater
number of design parameters. Therefore, propulsion systems, such as combustion-
powered and hybrid, were included in Paper B. In the case of hybrid propulsion,
the EMS is important for energy-cost evaluation along with the selection of the
propulsion components. In that paper, EMS referred to a strategy of splitting
the total requested power between ICE and electric motors. A poor EMS could
result in over-sizing the batteries and ICE. Thus, the selection of the propulsion
components is coupled with the EMS. However, considering this coupling in the
vehicle-infrastructure optimization process, particularly in the conceptual design
stages, causes a time resource problem since the simulation time of a sophisticated
optimal EMS for the entire trip could be long. To investigate the possibility of
implementing simpler EMS approaches than the optimal EMS during the vehicle-
infrastructure optimization process, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to deter-
mine the effect of different propulsion system components on the value gained by
implementing the optimal EMS in Paper B. The “value” reflected the reduction
in the operational costs (or the objective cost), such as the cost of fuel, electric
energy, battery wear, and the cost of changing the ICE state from off to on, com-
pared to the costs obtained by a simpler EMS. The simpler EMS was a rule-based
EMS or an instantaneous EMS, where the upcoming prediction horizon was not
considered. Dynamic programming was used as a solution method for optimal
EMS. The value gained by the optimal EMS was calculated with respect to the
variations in vehicle total mass, ICE size, battery size, electric motors maximum
power, smoothness of the traffic, and the inclusion and exclusion of the battery
degradation cost in the cost function.
Paper C, automation and electrification
Paper C discussed the influence of ADS on the vehicle propulsion system, spe-
cially in BEHVs. Moreover, the impact of the ADS on the optimum propulsion
systems and infrastructure both in the BEHVs and the conventional heavy vehi-
cles (CHVs) was studied, and transportation missions with different characteristics
were considered, i.e., transportation missions with different driving ranges (dis-
tances between LU points or charging stations), road hillinesses, average reference
speed and vehicle size. The study, however, did not include hybrid vehicles.
The vehicle-infrastructure design variables included the size of ICE, type and
number of electric motors, type and size of battery packs, charging power and LU
scheme. To make the vehicle utilization independent of the filled capacity, missions
were defined such that vehicles always travel fully loaded up to their gross mass.
Moreover, a sensitivity analysis was performed for sample missions to study the
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effects of parameter variations on the TCO of the optimal vehicle-infrastructure.
Paper D, TCO sensitivity
In Paper D, sensitivity analyses were performed for many different transportation
scenarios to demonstrate the dependence of the TCO and its cost indicators to
various parameters, including vehicle utilization, battery price, ICE efficiency,
vehicle life time, discount rate, price of diesel fuel, price of electric energy, and price
of ADS-specific hardware. The sensitivity analyses revealed the competitiveness
between different transportation solutions, i.e., BEHVs with human drivers, ADS–
DV BEHVs, CHVs with human drivers and ADS–DV CHVs, and the variation
with respect to different parameters.
Paper E, fleet vehicle-infrastructure
In Paper E, the vehicle-infrastructure problem presented in Paper C, where mis-
sions comprised exclusively two LU nodes, was extended to consider a transporta-
tion network comprising more LU nodes. Moreover, the transportation network
included different routes between LU nodes. In addition, the design of a mixed
fleet was considered, where the vehicles could differ in size, propulsion system
and components of the propulsion system. The charging infrastructure and the
LU scheme at each of the nodes were also decided. The inclusion of all these
design variables resulted in a complex problem that was solved with the proposed
methodology, which assumed a limited number of available routes.
As the results of papers C and E suggested, the hybrid and electric heavy
vehicles were cost-efficient in various transportation scenarios. The propulsion
needed to be distributed between different units and axles of LHVs, both for
logistic reasons and to reduce the TCO. Optimal control of energy usage, however,
was not considered in the TCO minimization. The rest of the papers of this
thesis studied optimal energy management, the effects of distributed propulsion
on energy management, and optimal motion control.
Paper F, real time EMS
In Paper F, the problem of predictive energy management of hybrid electric ve-
hicles was studied in a three-layer control hierarchy. The first layer generated the
desired optimal longitudinal speed and the state of charge trajectories, whereas
the second and third layers were responsible for following the desired trajectories.
Quadratic and linear sequential programming were used as solution methods to
solve the nonlinear optimal control problem in the first control layer, and the re-
lated comparisons were made. The SQP was studied with/without an updating
cost function. The SLP was more efficient than the SQP. In both cases, the gear
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integer decisions were handled by solving an instantaneous optimization problem
over the prediction horizon sequentially. The main contribution of this paper is the
implementation of an efficient SLP algorithm for solving the NOCP considering
the road topography and speed limits ahead.
In Paper F, the vehicle was assumed to be a point mass, and the lateral
dynamics were neglected.
Paper G, vehicle modeling
In Paper G, equations of motion of multitrailer vehicles with arbitrary number of
vehicle units were derived symbolically using Lagrangian dynamics. The vehicles
could have either one or two tracks, with different levels of complexity and fi-
delity, whereas in the appended code, the user had the option to include different
force elements, the lateral load transfer, and linear or nonlinear tire models. The
obtained equations were a nonlinear system of implicit differential equations in
minimum order, i.e., the number of unknowns equaled the number of equations
that described the coupled longitudinal and lateral dynamics in the yaw-plane.
Moreover, the Paper compared the ability of the proposed model to predict the ve-
hicle dynamic behavior with the experimental data. In addition, the performance
of the vehicles with different fidelity was also compared. The modeled vehicles
included a nonlinear model of a two-track 11-axle LHV, and similar vehicles but
with different numbers of axles and tracks, i.e., a nonlinear single-track 6-axle
vehicle model and a linear single-track 6-axle vehicle model. The main conclusion
was that the nonlinear single-track 6-axle vehicle model, which was more efficient
than the two-track 11-axle counterpart, predicted the vehicle dynamic motion
with an acceptable level of compliance with the experimental data. The models
could be used for evaluating the vehicle lateral performance and for the vehicle
state prediction in optimal control applications, e.g., for combined optimal control
of steering, braking and propulsion. Such an application of the vehicle model was
studied in Paper H.
Paper H, motion control
The combined optimal steering, braking and propulsion control was tested for mo-
tion control of an A-double in Paper H. The trajectory-following and off-tracking
minimization problem was solved with the nonlinear and linear optimal control
approaches. The Paper described the differences among LTV-MPC, SQP and RTI
and showed that the LTV-MPC gives a similar solution as the SQP if the model is
linearized around a reference guess trajectory that considers the nature of the ma-
neuver in the prediction horizon. This was an important conclusion showing that
the system linearization can be done off-line and only once, e.g., at the beginning
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or during the trip, if information about the future road and maneuver is available.
This was a foundation for the inclusion of the lateral stability constraints in the
long-horizon predictive energy management of distributed propulsion, which is
studied in this thesis.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents most of the
methods that were used to solve the problems defined in the thesis; Chapter 3
defines the problem of vehicle-infrastructure design and provides a summary of the
results; Chapter 4 outlines a summary of the optimal motion control of LHVs,
i.e., optimal control of combined steering, braking and propulsion; Chapter 5
introduces and solves the predictive energy management problem, including the
lateral stability constraints. This chapter is then followed by concluding remarks,
appendices and references. Finally, the appended papers follow in the printed




The general form of an optimization problem is
find x ∈ RN
to minimize f(x) (2.1a)
subject to g(x) = 0, (2.1b)
h(x) ≤ 0, (2.1c)
where x is a decision variable (also referred to as design variable), f : RN → R
is a cost function, g : RN → Rm represent a set of equality constraints, and
h : RN → Rq denote a set of inequality constraints. Depending on the properties
of the decision variables, cost function, and constraints, approaches to solving
optimization problem (2.1) differ. This thesis concerns different problems with
the following characteristics:
1. decision variables are bound to be discrete along with the nonsmooth cost
function and constraints, used mostly for TCO minimization;
2. combined discrete and continuous decision variables along with nonlinear
and smooth cost function and constraints, known as mixed integer nonlinear
programs (MINLP), used for EMS;
3. continuous decision variables along with a nonlinear and smooth cost func-
tion and constraints, known as nonlinear programs (NLP), used for motion
control.
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2.2 Derivative-free optimization1
This section focuses on solving the problems with properties stated in (1) above.
The other forms are discussed in later sections.
Derivative-free and stochastic optimization methods are suitable for solving
problems of form (1), as they rely only on the value of the cost function rather than
its derivative [117, 143]. Starting from a guess population of solutions, stochastic
methods can be used to find near-global solutions iteratively. A particular interest
of this thesis is particle swarm optimization (PSO) [72, 143]. PSO has been shown
to be one of the best methods for finding a near-global solution with the least
number of function evaluations for a nonsmooth cost function and constraints
[117], as long as the number of decision variables remains less than 30. This is
the case with the problems studied in this thesis.
In PSO, as the name suggests, a swarm of particles move towards the optima
with a relative speed and distance from each other and the best particle found
in the previous iteration. Algorithm 1 describes the steps of solving optimization
problem (2.1) using the PSO method, where the decision variables are bound to
be integers.
Algorithm 1 might not find the global optima or even a feasible solution unless
the initialization is feasible and the algorithm is repeated multiple times. For more
details, refer to [143]. Notably, the PSO presented in algorithm 1 is not restricted
to integer nonlinear nonsmooth programs but can be updated to solve any MINLP.
In this thesis, PSO was used to solve different problems in papers A, B, C, and
E.
1Derivative-free optimization, in particular PSO, was used in Papers C, D, and E for TCO
minimization and in Paper G for tuning the vehicle parameters. Most parts of this section were
already presented in Paper D.
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Algorithm 1 PSO
Input: bounds of the design variables xmin and xmax and their speeds of change
vmin and vmax and tuning parameters used for updating the speeds: β = 0.99,
wmin = 0.4, and ∆t = 1;
Initialization: Assign a large value to the initial cost functions, and for some
random values rx,ik ∈ [0, 1] and rv,ik ∈ [0, 1], initialize the positions xik and
the speeds vik of n particles, for i = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , N , as well as the
speed updating weighting factor w; where, n is the number of particles in the
swarm and N is the number of dimensions in the search space;
xik = bxmin,ik + rx,ik(xmax,ik − xmin,ik)e, where b.e returns the closest integer,
vik = rv,ik(xmax,ik − xmin,ik)− 0.5(xmax,ik − xmin,ik),
f(xbi ) = 10
16, where xbi is the best position of particle i,
f(xgb) = 1016, where xgb is the global best position of the particles;
1: while not converged do
2: Evaluate the cost function f(xi), i = 1, . . . , n;
3: Update the best position of each particle and the best global position:
xbi ← xi, if {f(xi) < f(xbi ), g(xi) = 0, h(xi) ≤ 0}, i = 1, . . . , n,
xgb ← xi, if {f(xi) < f(xgb), g(xi) = 0, h(xi) ≤ 0}, i = 1, . . . , n,
4: Update velocities and positions using random variables q ∈ [0, 1] and p ∈
[0, 1], for i = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . , N :
vik ← w vik + 2 q (xbik − xik)/∆t+ 2 r (xgb − xik)/∆t,
vmin ≤ vik ≤ vmax,
xik ← bxik + ∆tvike
w ← max(β w,wmin);
5: end while
6: return xgb.
2.3 Nonlinear optimal control
A NOCP aims to find control law trajectories for a dynamic system such that a
cost functional is minimized. In this thesis, the problems are nonlinear since the
cost function, e.g., fuel consumption, battery degradation, and electric energy, as
well as the constraints, e.g., propulsion system and battery losses, vehicle model,
and stability constraints, are nonlinear functions.
The trajectories are often defined over time. In this thesis, however, it is
more convenient to describe the trajectories over space, as in the sequel, problem
constraints are defined as functions of space rather than time. The nonlinear
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optimal control problem in continuous form is thus defined as
find u(s),

























where Ct is the terminal cost, L denotes the stage cost, g denotes the dynamic
system of which the inputs and states are denoted by u(s) and x(s), respectively,
h denotes inequality constraints, the initial state is x̂, and s0 and sf represent the
start and final distance.
Different approaches to solving NOCPs exist. As discussed in Chapter 1, in
this thesis, direct methods, in particular sequential programming and DP, were
preferred. The following sections describe these methods.
2.3.1 Sequential programming2
Sequential programming is a direct method for solving NOCPs. When implement-
ing the direct methods, the OCP (2.2) must be discretized and then optimized [49].
The space is discretized to N steps assuming a zero-order-holder that keeps the
controls constant within the discretization step. Then, the state derivatives are
approximated by, e.g., explicit Euler, multistep methods, or Runge-Kutta method,
[15, 31], whereas the chosen method should be suitable for implicit ODEs such as
(2.2b). The OCP in discretized form reads













subject to for k = 0, . . . , N − 1,
g(x(k+1), xk, uk, k) = 0, (2.3b)
h(x(k+1), xk, uk, k) ≤ 0, (2.3c)
x0 = x̂,
2Sequential programming was used in Papers F and H for optimal energy and motion control.
Most parts of this section were already presented in those papers.
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where the same notation as in (2.2) is used.
OCP (2.3) is a nonlinear program in the form of (2.1). It can be approximated
as a quadratic program (QP) or a linear program (LP). In the case of QP, the
cost function is convex and constraints are linear. In the case of LP, both the cost
function and constraints are linear. The linearization (or the convex quadratic
approximation) can be performed around a reference guess trajectory, which can
be the same as the desired path, if it is available.
Define









The linear constraints can be derived using the first-order Taylor expansion
around the guess states and inputs yk0 , k = 0, . . . , N − 1, according to
F (yk0) + JF(y
k)|yk0 (y
k − yk0) = 0, (2.5)
h(yk0) + Jh(y
k)|yk0 (y
k − yk0) ≤ 0, (2.6)




, i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , n, where m is the number of single
functions in F and n is the number of function arguments, i.e., the size of vector
y.
Define the global state vector x and input vector u as
x = [x0, x1, x2, . . . , xN ]
u = [u0, u1, u2, . . . , u(N−1)].
If the cost function is not convex, then it should be approximated by a convex
function. Assume that the cost function is quadratic and convex and measures
the deviation from a given desired path xdes and udes. The quadratic program
(QP, or the LTV-OCP) approximating the NOCP can then be written as
QPNOCP(x̂,x0,u0,xdes,udes) =


















subject to for k = 0, . . . , N − 1
F (yk0) + JF (y
k)|yk0 (y
k − yk0) = 0, (2.7b)
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h(yk0) + Jh(y
k)|yk0 (y
k − yk0) ≤ 0, (2.7c)










where x0 and u0 denote the initial linearization guess state and input trajectories.
The problem defined in (2.7) is an LTV-OCP. The solution of QPNOCP(x̂,x0,u0,
xdes,udes) can be used to define new linearization trajectories x1 and u1. The
subscript NOCP indicates that the QP is an approximation of a NOCP. There-
fore, a Newton iteration scheme can be constructed to solve the NOCP, i.e., the
QPNOCP can be approximated again around the new trajectories to define a new
LTV-OCP QPNOCP(x̂,x1,u1,xdes,udes). Continued iteration results in an SQP
that gives the solution of the NOCP upon convergence [10, 11, 49]. The steps of
the SQP are summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 SQP
Input: x̂,x0,u0,xdes,udes;
Initialization : j ← 0;
1: while not converged do
2: Evaluate Jacobians JF (y
k)|ykj and Jh(y
k)|ykj , for k = 0, . . . , N − 1, and lin-
earize the constraints (also perform a convex approximation of the cost
function if needed);
3: Solve QPNOCP(x̂,xj,uj,xdes,udes) to find x and u by calling a QP solver
(e.g. [6, 50]);
4: Update the states-inputs guess [xj,uj] to ensure a descent in the Newton
direction using step size α ∈]0, 1] [105]:





5: j ← j + 1;
6: end while
7: return [x,u].
2.3.2 Nonlinear model predictive control
NOCP generates the optimal control trajectories for a dynamic system over a
time (or space) interval based on the system state estimation at time (or space)
zero. However, the accuracy of the control actions to control the plant dynamic
system diminishes as the plant system gets further from the estimated initial
state. This occurs because 1) the initial state estimate might be inaccurate; 2)
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the prediction mathematical model does not perfectly replicate the plant real-
world model; 3) external disturbances might be present; 4) the system dynamics
is highly nonlinear. Therefore, the actual system states might not match the
predicted ones.
The NMPC approach reduces the imperfection in the control law by solving the
NOCP at time (or space) step i given the state estimate x̂i over a time (or space)
interval of N steps, known as the prediction horizon. From the obtained optimal
control trajectory, only the first input is applied to the plant. The prediction
horizon moves one step forward, the state estimate is update accordingly, and the
process is repeated.
The SQP is computationally expensive for most real-time NMPC applications.
The number of Newton iterations before convergence can be reduced if the SQP is
warm-started. An approach for warm-starting the SQP proposed by RTI results
in an efficiently solution to the NOCP. According to the RTI approach [27, 49],
Algorithm 2 is iterated only once using a full Newton step, α = 1. The solution
is then used as a good-quality linearization guess for the NOCP linearization in
the next prediction horizon.
2.3.3 Dynamic programming3
In this thesis, DP was used for optimal energy management of hybrid-electric
vehicles, where a single state was allowed in the problem, i.e., the power split,
and the battery degradation was included in the cost function in Paper B.
DP is a numerical method for solving the NOCP (2.3) and mixed integer OCPs
based on Bellman’s optimality principle [8]. In DP, states and control actions and
the time (or space) horizon are all discretized in their admissible ranges. Let i, j
and k denote discretization indices for states, x, control variable, u and distance,
s, respectively. Also, let define J0 as the cost-to-go from stage 0 of NOCP (2.3a),













xk+1 = f(xk, uk, k), (2.9)
Let Jl be the cost-to-go from stage l. According to Bellman’s principle of
optimality [8], the minimum cost-to-go J∗l can then be found as
J∗l (xl, l) = min
ul
{L(xl, ul, l) + J∗l+1(f(xl, ul, l), l + 1)} (2.10)
3Dynamic programming was used in Paper B for optimal energy management, i.e., the
optimal power split, in hybrid vehicles. Most parts of this section were already presented in
that paper.





f(xk−1,i, uk−1,j, k − 1)










Figure 2.1: Illustration of DP and the grid of the state variable in different stages (from Paper
B).
with





where equation (2.9) is used for calculating xl+1 in J
∗
l+1.
Therefore, the optimal states and input trajectories can be found by solving
(2.10) backward in time (or space), if the final state is known. If the final state is
not known, then (2.10) must be solved for a grid of all possible final states.
Note that interpolation is a component of cost-to-go approximation for each
state as described in Section VI in Paper B.
The computational cost of DP is considerable, which makes it uninteresting for
practical applications. The algorithm complexity increases exponentially when a
new state or control input is added. There are thorough studies on reducing the
DP computational cost [22, 16, 68] via parallel computing, coarse partitioning, and
neural networks. Coarse partitioning is one technique that considerably reduces
the computational cost of DP [22, 8, 22] and was applied in this thesis (Paper B).
2.4 Multitrailer vehicle motion modeling4
This section is based on the derivation of the vehicle model presented in Paper G.
As mentioned in section 1.3.7, vehicle motion modeling was needed to evaluate the
performance of combination vehicles and their safe and energy-efficient predictive
control.
The dynamic equations of one- and two-track multitrailer vehicles can be ex-
plained using a system of differential algebraic equations (DAE). Derivation of
a complete set of equations based on the available physics and knowledge of the
4Multitrailer vehicle motion modeling was thoroughly discussed in Paper G. This section
includes new materials in addition to that paper.
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system yields a high-fidelity system model. The chosen system fidelity and ac-
curacy, however, depend on the available computation time and application for
which the model is used. Models of different fidelity have been used in different
parts of this thesis. In this section, a summary of these models is provided. The
following assumptions are common among different models:
– the motion is limited to the yaw-plane;
– the articulation joints have no friction and are moment-free;
– the air resistance force acts only on the front ground level of the first unit;
– the vehicle longitudinal speed cannot be zero.
The derivation of the vehicle nonlinear dynamic equation, as well as equations
for lateral and longitudinal load transfer, are presented in Paper G.
The nonlinear dynamic equation of the vehicle is a system of implicit ordinary







, u(t), y(t), t
)
= 0, (2.12)






, u(s), y(s), s
)
= 0, (2.13)
in the space domain, where t denotes the time, s denotes the distance traveled,
and x, u, and y denote the state, input and algebraic variables, respectively. The
independent variable of the dynamic system can be distance traveled s rather than
time t since the road curvature and grade and legal speed limits are described in
s.
The state vector x in the space domain is








where X1 and Y1 denote the global coordinates of the first units’ center of gravity
(COG), φ1 denotes the angle of the first unit with respect to the global X-axis, vx
and vy denote the velocity components of the first unit’s COG in the first unit’s
local system of coordinates, and θi denotes the articulation angle between units i
and i+ 1. The input vector is defined as
u = [Fxwij, Fxwi(j+nai), δij, δi(j+nai)], (2.15)
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where Fxwij denotes the i
th unit’s jth right-wheel longitudinal force caused by the
propulsion or braking actuation, Fxwi(j+nai) is a similar force for a left wheel, nai
denotes the number of axles in the ith unit, δij denotes denotes the i
th unit’s
jth right-wheel steering angle, and δi(j+nai) denotes the steering angle of the left
wheels. In the case of a single-track vehicle, the indices of the left wheels are
neglected.
Lagrange dynamics [127, 92, 104] (and in Paper G) were used to derive most of
the equations. MATLAB code for generating the equation of motion of a vehicle
with an arbitrary number of units together with simulation examples have been
provided in publication ii [43]. The code and equations are explained in Paper G,
including an experimental validation.
Let ua and sa be binary matrices defining unit axles and steerable axles,
respectively. For an A-double LHV, i.e., a four-unit LHV that is a tractor-
semitrailer-dolly-semitrailer, as shown in Fig. 2.3,
ua = [1, 1, 1;
1, 1, 1; (2.16)
1, 1, 0;
1, 1, 1],
sa = [1, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0; (2.17)
1, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0].
Each of the rows of the above matrices provides information about the vehicle
units and their axles; moreover, the total number of rows corresponds to the total
number of units nu, e.g., uaij = 1 and saij = 1 means that there is an axle j on
unit i that is steerable. The number of columns of the above matrices defines the
maximum number of axles in a unit na.










= Ql, l = 1, . . . , ng, (2.18)
where T and V denote the system kinetic and potential energies, ng is the total
number of generalized coordinates of the system, and a dot ( ˙ ) above a variable
represents the time derivative. The generalized coordinates q is given by
q = [X1, Y1, φ1, θi], i = 1, . . . , nu − 1 (2.19)
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Figure 2.2: Examples of modeled vehicles.
where X1, Y1 denotes the position of the COG of the first unit in the global inertia
coordinate system and φ1 and θi denote the global yaw angle of the first unit and












, l = 1, . . . , ng, (2.20)
where nf denotes the total number of force elements, FXk and FYk are their X and
Y components, and PXk and PYk are their X and Y positions in the global inertia
frame.
The potential energy is zero since there is no flexible body in the system and
the gravitational forces are considered as force elements acting on the system.
















where i is the vehicle unit index, mi, Ji, and φi denote the vehicle unit mass,
vehicle unit yaw moment of inertia, and vehicle unit yaw angle in global frame,
respectively, and vXi and vYi denote the global velocity components of the COG
of unit i.
A detailed derivation is provided in Paper G. Examples of vehicles that are
modeled are shown in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3.
For example, the nonlinear equations of a single-track single-unit vehicle with
a linear tire model, including the gravitational, rolling and air resistance forces













































































































































Figure 2.3: Examples of modeled vehicles. The figures illustrates the vehicles’ dimensions,
i.e., the coupling positions xc relative to the unit COGs, the axle positions xa, the articulation
angles θ, steering angles δ, unit masses m, and unit moments of inertia J , as well as examples of
the forces acting on the vehicle, i.e., the lateral forces Fyw, the axle longitudinal forces Fxw as
a result of the propulsion/braking actuation, rolling resistance forces FwRR, air resistance Fair,
and the gravitational forces Fg.
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but excluding the lateral and longitudinal load transfers, are
m1(v̇x − vyφ̇1) =Fair + cos(δ1) Fxw11 + Fxw12+
cos(φ1)(F11X + F12X + Fg1X + FRR11X + FRR12X)+
+ sin(φ1)(F11Y + F12Y + Fg1Y + FRR11Y + FRR12Y), (2.22a)
m1(v̇y + vxφ̇1) = sin(δ1) Fxw11+
cos(φ1)(F11Y + F12Y + Fg1Y + FRR11Y + FRR12Y)−
sin(φ1)(F11X + F12X + Fg1X + FRR11X + FRR12X), (2.22b)
J1φ̈1 = sin(δ1) Fxw11 xa11+
cos(φ1)(F11Yxa11 + F12Yxa12 + FRR11Yxa11 + FRR12Yxa12)−
sin(φ1)(F11Xxa11 − F12Xxa12 − FRR11Xxa11 − FRR12Xxa12), (2.22c)
where the gravitational resistance forces are caused by the road pitch and banking
angles, Fair = −(Afcdρa cos(φ1) sign(vx) v2x)/2, and the other force components
in the global system of coordinates are defined as
Fg1X = g m1 cos(φ1) sin(λp1)− g m1 sin(φ1) sin(λb1), (2.23a)
Fg1Y = g m1 cos(φ1) sin(λb1) + g m1 sin(φ1) sin(λp1), (2.23b)
F11X = (C11 nta11 sin(δ1 + φ1) (cos(δ1 + φ1) (cos(φ1) vy+
sin(φ1) vx + xa11 cos(φ1) φ̇1) + sin(δ1 + φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx+
xa11 sin(φ1) φ̇1)))/| sin(δ1 + φ1) (cos(φ1) vy + sin(φ1) vx+
xa11 cos(φ1) φ̇1)− cos(δ1 + φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx + xa11 sin(φ1) φ̇1)|,
(2.23c)
F11Y = −(C11 nta11 cos(δ1 + φ1) (cos(δ1 + φ1) (cos(φ1) vy+
sin(φ1) vx + xa11 cos(φ1) φ̇1) + sin(δ1 + φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx+
xa11 sin(φ1) φ̇1)))/| sin(δ1 + φ1) (cos(φ1) vy + sin(φ1) vx+
xa11 cos(φ1) φ̇1)− cos(δ1 + φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx + xa11 sin(φ1) φ̇1)|,
(2.23d)
FRR11X = −FZ11 fr sign(vx) cos(δ1 + φ1) cos(λb1) cos(λp1), (2.23e)
FRR11Y = −FZ11 fr sign(vx) sin(δ1 + φ1) cos(λb1) cos(λp1), (2.23f)
F12X = (C12 nta12 sin(φ1) (cos(φ1) (cos(φ1) vy + sin(φ1) vx+
xa12 cos(φ1) φ̇1) + sin(φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx+
xa12 sin(φ1) φ̇1)))/|(sin(φ1) (cos(φ1) vy + sin(φ1) vx + xa12 cos(φ1) φ̇1)−
cos(φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx + xa12 sin(φ1) φ̇1))|, (2.23g)
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F12Y = −(C12 nta12 cos(φ1) (cos(φ1) (cos(φ1) vy+
sin(φ1) vx + xa12 cos(φ1) φ̇1) + sin(φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx+
xa12 sin(φ1) φ̇1)))/|(sin(φ1) (cos(φ1) vy + sin(φ1) vx + xa12 cos(φ1) φ̇1)−
cos(φ1) (sin(φ1) vy − cos(φ1) vx + xa12 sin(φ1) φ̇1))|, (2.23h)
FRR12X = −FZ12 fr cos(φ1) sign(vx) cos(λb1) cos(λp1), (2.23i)
FRR12Y = −FZ12 fr sin(φ1) sign(vx) cos(λb1) cos(λp1), (2.23j)
where in addition to the parameters and variables defined in Fig. 2.3, Cij denotes
the cornering stiffness of a single tire, FZij denotes the axle static vertical force of
a flat ground, g, λpi, λbi, fr, ρa, Af and cd denote the gravity acceleration, road
grade, road banking angle, rolling resistance coefficient, air density, equivalent
vehicle front area and air drag coefficient, respectively, ntaij denotes the number
of tires per axle, and i and j denote unit and axle indices, respectively. See [43]
for automatic generation of the equations.
2.4.1 Linearization
A common approach in vehicle dynamics for system linearization is to remove
nonlinear terms and assume a linear tire model and small steering and articulation
angles [62, 92, 104].
In this thesis, model linearization is often performed according to (2.7b), which
results in an LTV system. An alternative approach is to neglect the longitudinal
dynamic equation and linearize the rest of the model around an operating condi-
tion described by a constant speed and straight-line deriving, where all the states
and their derivatives are zero, except vx, which is nonzero. Such a linearization
process results in a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, which is often used for sys-
tem stability analysis [92] and building STL models. This linearization approach
is an alternative systematic method for building STL models compared to, for
example, [62, 92]. In the case of setting the gravitational and rolling resistance
forces to zero, the linear system takes the form
ẋ = A x+B u, (2.24)
where the states are x = [φ1, θi, vy, φ̇1, θ̇i], i = 1, . . . , nu − 1 and the inputs are,
for a single-track vehicle, u = [δij], i = 1, . . . , nu and j = 1, . . . , na and, for a two-
track vehicle, u = [δij, δik], i = 1, . . . , nu, and k = na + 1, . . . , 2na, for steerable
axles, i.e., saij 6= 0, where nu and na stand for the numbers of vehicle units and
axles, respectively.
For example, the LTI form of (2.22)-(2.23), which is related to the lateral
motion of a single-unit single-track vehicle, is





0 −(C11 nta11+C12 nta12)m1 |vx|
−(m1 vx |vx|+C11 nta11 xa11+C12 nta12 xa12)
m1 |vx|
0 −(C11 nta11 xa11+C12 nta12 xa12)(J1 |vx|)










−xa11 (C11 nta11 vx|vx| )

 . (2.26)
where x = [φ1, vy, φ̇1] and u = [δ11].
2.4.2 Reducing the number of states in the longitudinal
dynamics5
In the literature, the longitudinal and lateral dynamics are often decoupled. Lat-
eral dynamics can be well approximated based on the longitudinal speed and
neglecting the longitudinal acceleration when the combined slip is not present. In
the literature, with the objective of evaluating energy consumption, the longitu-
dinal dynamics are decoupled from the lateral dynamics for the sake of efficient
computations for long trip distances. However, such decoupling causes inaccurate
speed prediction on curvy roads, where the steering angle is not zero. The main
reason for such an inaccuracy is neglecting the rotational inertia of the vehicle
units and the tires’ side slips in the longitudinal dynamics equation. For example,
a tire side slip produces a force component opposite to the vehicle longitudinal
motion which is neglected. This section discusses how to compromise between
efficient computations and model accuracy regarding the longitudinal speed pre-
diction.
In (2.22) and (2.23), the longitudinal dynamics are coupled with the lateral
dynamics. Rearranging the terms and assuming that the road banking angle λb1
is zero yields
m1v̇x =m1 vyφ̇1 + Fair + cos(δ1) Fxw11 + Fxw12 + g m1 sin(λp1)−
FZ12 fr sign(vx) cos(λp1)+
cos(φ1)(F11X + F12X + FRR11X)+
sin(φ1)(F11Y + F12Y + FRR11Y) ≈
Fair + Fxw11 + Fxw12 + g m1 sin(λp1)−
(FZ11 + FZ12) fr sign(vx) cos(λp1)+
5This section was not presented in any of the appended papers.
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m1 vyφ̇1 + cos(φ1)(F11X + F12X) + sin(φ1)(F11Y + F12Y) (2.27)
The last three terms in (2.27) are zeros in case of a zero toe angle and the ab-
sence of steering (i.e., no differential braking/propulsion and zero steering angles).
These terms account for the coupling between the lateral and longitudinal dynam-
ics in the longitudinal dynamic equation (2.27). Let Fsteer(x, u) be a function that
contains these terms, i.e.,
Fsteer(φ1, vx, vy, φ̇1) = m1 vyφ̇1 + cos(φ1)(F11X + F12X) + sin(φ1)(F11Y + F12Y).
(2.28)
Therefore, the longitudinal dynamics equation is approximated as
m1v̇x ≈ Fair + Fxw11 + Fxw12 + g m1 sin(λp1)− (FZ11 + FZ12) fr sign(vx) cos(λp1)+
Fsteer(φ1, vx, vy, φ̇1). (2.29)
All the terms except Fsteer in (2.29) include a single state vx, whereas Fsteer(x, u)
is a function of all the states and inputs. Further approximation can be performed
if the term Fsteer(x, u) is approximated by a fitting function that includes a smaller
number of states. For example, such a fitting function can have the form
F approxsteer (vx, δ11) = c vx δ
2
11, (2.30)
where c is a constant that must be found for a given vehicle. The term Fsteer is
particularly important for articulated vehicles. In Figs. 2.4-2.9, the simulation
results are compared for three different cases for the single-track 6-axle and 4-unit
vehicle (single-track A-double with lumped axles) shown in Fig. 2.3. The cases
include 1) coupled lateral and longitudinal dynamics; 2) decoupled longitudinal
and lateral dynamics, i.e., neglecting the term Fsteer(x, u) in the longitudinal dy-
namics equation; and 3) mild coupling of the lateral and longitudinal dynamics,




j Cij. The wheels
do not receive either propulsion or braking force via actuation.
The shown approximation of the steering effects in (2.30) performs relatively
well for steering angles less than 0.12 rad. For larger steering angles, (2.30) overes-
timates the resistance forces and thus needs to be updated if large steering angles
are dominant in a maneuver. Notably, (2.30) is used in this thesis to evaluate the
energy consumption of long distance trips, which will be explained in the sequel.
2.5 Powertrain modeling6
In this section, dynamic equations of a parallel hybrid powertrain are derived, as
are equations for evaluating fuel consumption, electric energy consumption, state
6Part of the contents of this section were already presented in Paper F.
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Figure 2.4: The trajectory of a
single-track 6-axle and 4-unit vehi-
cle simulated using coupled, decoupled
and approximated lateral and longitu-
dinal system dynamics in a sine-steer
maneuver.


















































Figure 2.5: The longitudinal velocity of a
single-track 6-axle and 4-unit vehicle simulated
using coupled, decoupled and approximated lat-
eral and longitudinal system dynamics in a sine-
steer maneuver. The road wheel steering angle
is also shown.














































Figure 2.6: Illustration of the yaw rates (YR), i.e., φ̇1, φ̇2, and φ̇3, of a single-track 6-axle and
4-unit vehicle simulated using coupled, decoupled and approximated lateral and longitudinal
system dynamics in a sine-steer maneuver.
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Figure 2.7: The trajectory of a single-
track 6-axle and 4-unit vehicle simulated
using coupled, decoupled and approxi-
mated lateral and longitudinal system dy-
namics in a constant-steer maneuver.



















































Figure 2.8: The longitudinal velocity of a
single-track 6-axle and 4-unit vehicle simu-
lated using coupled, decoupled and approx-
imated lateral and longitudinal system dy-
namics in a constant-steer maneuver. The
road wheel steering angle is also shown.
















































Figure 2.9: Illustration of the yaw rate (YR) of a single-track 6-axle and 4-unit vehicle simu-
lated using coupled, decoupled and approximated lateral and longitudinal system dynamics in
a constant-steer maneuver.
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of charge of batteries, and energy dissipated in different parts of the powertrain.
Notably, conventional and fully electric powertrains can easily be derived from
the equations of the hybrid powertrain. Parts of this section can also be found
in Paper F. The powertrain model derived in this section was used in the TCO
evaluation and the NOCP problems of predictive energy and motion control of
this thesis.
Following (2.29), the total force at wheels Fw(t), i.e., the sum of forces acting
on wheels caused by propulsion/braking, at time t is given by
Fw(t) = mv̇x(t) + Fg(s(t)) + Froll(s(t)) + Fair(vx(t)) + F
approx
steer (s(t)). (2.31)
where m is the vehicle total mass or equivalent total mass, s(t) is the traveled
distance at time t, and Fg, Froll, and Fair represent the road grade, rolling resistance
(modeled as a body force), and air resistance forces, respectively, as defined below.
Fg(s(t)) = −mg sin λp(s(t)) (2.32)
Froll(s(t)) = mgfr cos λp(s(t)) (2.33)
Fair(vx(t)) = 0.5ρaAfcdvx(t)
2 (2.34)
where g, λp, fr, ρa, Af and cd represent the gravitational constant, road grade
(positive downhill), rolling resistance coefficient, air density, equivalent vehicle
front area and air drag coefficient, respectively.
The term F approxsteer approximates all forces caused by steering and the articu-
lation angles, i.e., side slips of the tires, as well as the rotational inertia given
by (2.28). This term is zero in straight road driving and is negligible in single-
unit vehicles. However, for articulated vehicles on curved roads, the term cannot
be neglected for accurate state and energy consumption estimations, as was dis-
cussed in section 2.4.2, so it is approximated according to (2.30). Therefore, the
longitudinal dynamic equation depends on a single state vx.
The total power at the wheels Pw(t), shown in Fig. 2.10, required for vehicle
acceleration and compensating resistance forces becomes
Pw(t) = Fw(t)vx(t), (2.35)
The energy flow (i.e., power) between different powertrain subsystems is shown
in Fig. 2.10. At an instance or a given interval of time, let Pf, Pe, Pde, Pew, and
Pdet denote, respectively, the power of fuel, the power at ICE output, the power
dissipated in ICE, the power at ICE transmission output and the power dissipated


















Figure 2.10: Energy flow (i.e., input/output power) in different powertrain subsystems. A
blue arrow means that the power can be zero or positive, while a red arrow indicates that the
power can also be negative. A dot before an arrow indicates a source of power. This figure is
reused from Paper F.
in ICE transmission. On the electric propulsion side, let Pb, Pdb, Pa, Pmc, Pdm,
Pm, Pdmt and Pmw represent the powers provided by or stored in the battery,
dissipated in the battery, used for auxiliaries, consumed or regenerated by EM,
dissipated in EM, at EM output/input to/from transmission, dissipated in EM
transmission and at output/input to/from wheels, respectively. Likewise, let Pbr
be the friction brake power. Then, by defining the energy flow as positive if it
flows out of a subsystem, e.g., all dissipative terms are positive, the power balance
equation for each subsystem can be written as follows. A power balance can be
assumed since there is no energy storage or generation inside the powertrain,
except that in the fuel tank and battery, i.e., no inertial flywheels or elastic shafts
are modeled.
Pe + Pde − Pf = 0 (2.36a)
Pew + Pdet − Pe = 0 (2.36b)
Pw + Pbr − Pew − Pmw = 0 (2.36c)
Pmw + Pdmt − Pm = 0 (2.36d)
Pm + Pdm − Pmc = 0 (2.36e)
Pmc + Pdb + Pa − Pb = 0. (2.36f)
In Eqs. (2.36), function arguments are omitted for increased readability. For
example, the powertrain components dissipations are, in general, nonlinear func-
tions of speed, component power, selected ICE gear, γe, and selected EM gear,
γm. Furthermore, terms describing the inertia of rotating parts in the driveline
and wheels and energy loss due to tire longitudinal slip are neglected; however,
2.5. Powertrain modeling 41





















Figure 2.11: Fuel consumption rate ob-
tained by experimental measurements to-
gether with a fitted surface of degree 5.





















Figure 2.12: EM power consumption (i.e.,
Pmc) obtained by experimental measure-
ments. The measurement data have been
fitted by two surfaces of degree 5 for posi-
tive and negative torques.
the inertia of rotating parts of the powertrain can be taken into account by con-
sidering the equivalent additional mass in the term involving the acceleration [65].
Moreover, stopping and reversing are not modeled.
The power dissipation of the ICE and EM can be modeled by direct use of data
from measured maps or by using high-degree nonlinear fitted curves. Measure-
ments have been performed for varying torques and angular speeds. The torque
and angular speed of ICE and EM can be calculated based on their power and















where Rw, re, Te, ωe, rm, Tm and ωm denote the wheel radius, gear ratio from
wheel to engine, engine torque, engine speed, gear ratio from wheel to EM, EM
torque and speed, respectively. Eqs. (2.37) and (2.38) cannot be applied to the
neutral gear. Furthermore, power P , energy E, force F , torque T and velocity vx







= vx(s)F (s) = ω(s)T (s). (2.39)
A general polynomial surface fitting of degree n is given by the following
expressions for ICE fuel energy rate Ėf = Pf and EM consumed power Pmc. Any





Figure 2.13: Battery schematic.





























ij represent coefficients of the fitted functions. Fig. 2.11 shows
measurements and a polynomial surface fitting of the engine fuel energy rate,
where the degree of the fitted surface is 5, resulting in a very good approximation
of measurements. Similarly, a fitted surface for Pmc is shown in Fig. 2.12. Two
different fitted polynomial surfaces have been used, one for positive torques and
one for negative torques, to ensure that torque and Pmc have the same sign, e.g.,
positive torque yields positive Pmc.
The battery is modeled with a constant open circuit voltage, Voc, and re-
sistance, R [59]. Therefore, the battery dissipated energy can be calculated as
follows, assuming that the voltage drop due to battery resistance is negligible,






Furthermore, transmission dissipation is assumed to be linear with respect to
the power input being independent of gear selection; thus,
Pdet(Pe(t)) = Pe(t)− ηtePe(t), Pe(t) ≥ 0 (2.43)






Pm(t)− ηtmPm(t), Pm(t) > 0
−(Pm(t)
ηtm
− Pm(t)), Pm(t) ≤ 0
(2.44)
where ηte and ηtm represent the transmission efficiency of the engine and EM,
respectively. The negative sign in the second part of (2.44) is needed to keep Pdmt
always positive.
In addition to the energy balance of the powertrain components, their capabil-
ity limits in transforming energy should be considered. The limits of transforming
energy in the engine and EM are enforced by limiting the maximum and minimum
torque that can be produced. Fig. 2.14.a shows measurements of the maximum
engine torque versus speed together with piecewise fitted curves. Similarly, Fig.
2.14.b illustrates the torque limits of EM. The polynomial curve fitting of degree





j, i = 1, . . . , 4 (2.45)
where Tl represents the torque limit, either of the engine or EM, depending on
the fitted curve and coefficients bi.
Finally, the storage capacity and power of the battery should be limited. The








where Ebmax denotes the maximum energy capacity of the battery.
In predictive (optimal) energy management, fuel consumption is part of the
cost function. As discussed in section 2.3, an NMPC or NOCP is easier to handle
if the cost function is convex and does not need to be repeatedly approximated
by convex functions. Sequential approximation of the cost function in predictive
energy management can be avoided if the measured fuel consumption data are
fitted with a convex function.
Depending on the chosen state variable, e.g., vehicle forward velocity or kinetic
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(a)

















Figure 2.14: Torque limit versus speed obtained by experimental measurements and the fitted




























Figure 2.15: Torque limit versus speed obtained by experimental measurements and the affine
fitted curves; a) Engine with affine fitted curves L1-L4; b) EM with affine fitted curves L1-L6.







which makes (2.31) linear with respect to the kinetic energy.
Table 2.1 provides different polynomials that can be used to fit the measured
fuel consumption rate data. The root mean square error between the fitted surface
and the measured data is also given. If a change in the independent variable from
time to space is performed using (2.48), then the fuel time rate is changed to the
fuel space rate, and the fitted curve in (2.40) must be divided by the velocity.
Similarly, it is easier to handle the NMPC if the torque limits of the ICE and
EMs are linear (affine) such that their sequential linearization can be avoided.
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Table 2.1: Different polynomial surfaces for fitting the measured fuel consumption rate data.
This table was not presented in the appended papers.

















e 0.3213 convex in space domain
(after division by ωe) if
velocity is a state











4 a10ωe + a20ω
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e 0.4880 convex in space domain
(after division by ωe) if
velocity is a state






e 0.4873 nonlinear, suitable if ki-
netic energy is a state






e 0.4916 convex (after division by
ωe) if kinetic energy is a
state
Surface no. 1 gives the best fit. Surface no. 2 is convex and gives a better fit than the other
convex curves. In general, the convexity of a function with the term ωeT (after division by
ωe in surface no. 2) is not guaranteed. However, for the given fuel rate data, surface no. 2
results in a convex fitting function.
The affine fits of the torque limits are shown in Fig. 2.15.
The disadvantage of efficiency-based measurements of EM losses is that the
losses at zero power and nonzero speed (zero torque and nonzero speed) are un-
defined or set to zero. This problem can be addressed using measured data other
than efficiency or using a fitting function that is nonzero at zero torque and
nonzero speed. The power consumed or regenerated by EM based on the known







, Tm > 0
ωmTmηm(ωm, Tm), Tm ≤ 0.
(2.50)
Therefore, the EM power loss Pdm is
Pdm(ωm, Tm) = Pmc(ωm, Tm)− ωmTm. (2.51)
Fig. 2.16 shows the EM power loss as a function of ωm and Tm, both for the
measured data and the fitted curve. Based on the measurement of the efficiencies,
the loss is zero at zero torque. The fitted curve, however, gives a more realistic
loss that is nonzero for nonzero motor speed.
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Figure 2.16: EM power loss.
2.6 Plug-in charging and battery health7
State of charge and trip time
When evaluating the total cost of ownership, the total trip time needs to be
calculated, according to [45]. Given the vehicle speed vx(s), the driving (travel)







where s0 and sf denote the start and end distance.
Assume that the vehicle visits several LU nodes with charging stations where
the batteries are charged. Following (2.46), the SOC between charging stations
can be calculated as follows:





dS, si < s ≤ si+1,∀i ∈ In, (2.53)
where si denotes the distance of node i from the depot, i.e., the starting position,
In is the index set of all LU nodes in the mission, and SOC(si) denotes the state
7The content of this section is based on publication iii [45], which was not presented in any
of the appended papers.
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where SOC(s−i ) denotes state of charge at arrival to node i, Pch,i denotes the
recharging power from the charging station at node i, and tch,i denotes the charging
time. The charging power is assumed to be constant, and the charging time is







For a plug-in hybrid vehicle, the recharging time tch,i can be the same as the








where tlu and ts denote the loading-unloading time and a fixed minimum service
time, respectively. According to (2.56), the charging time ends if SOCmax is
reached.
An electric vehicle, however, must ensure that it can reach the next charging
station; therefore, its recharging time might be longer than the loading-unloading
and service times at a node. Let ∆SOC(s−i+1) = SOC(s
−
i+1) − SOC(si) be the
charge required to reach node (i+ 1) from node i. This value can be calculated in
advance by simulating the vehicle motion on the road for the whole trip, without
considering any limits on SOC.
To reach node (i+ 1), ∀i ∈ In, the following must hold:
SOC(s−i+1) ≥ SOCmin, (2.57)
therefore,
[∆SOC(s−i+1) + SOC(si)] ≥ SOCmin, (2.58)






] ≥ SOCmin, (2.59)
therefore,
tch,i ≥
[SOCmin −∆SOC(s−i+1)− SOC(s−i )]Ebmax
Pch,i
, (2.60)















[SOCmax − SOC(s−i )]Ebmax
Pch,i
)
, Pch,i > 0
0, otherwise.
(2.61)
Finally, the total trip time ttr is defined as
ttr = ttor +
∑
i∈In
max(tlu,i, ts,i, tch,i). (2.62)
Battery state of health
Battery degradation and, consequently, battery replacement during the vehicle
service life are important factors in TCO calculations of BEHVs and hybrid vehi-
cles. In this thesis, a state of health model developed for lithium-iron-phosphate








where Ncycle denotes the number of charge-discharge cycles before the end of life of
the battery. Essentially, Ncycle is a function of the c-rate and various parameters.
In this thesis, however, it was assumed to be constant and to vary only with
the battery type. Moreover, the battery end of life occurrs when the battery
capacity reaches 80% of the initial capacity. A review of the literature on battery
degradation and behavior is provided in [113].
2.7 Operating cycles8
The operating cycle refers to all the information about the surrounding environ-
ment and road that affects the driving situation [114]. An operating cycle is
an essential part of a transportation mission (section 1.3.1), where the demands
of pick-up and delivery of goods are excluded. In this thesis, depending on the
studied context, different descriptions of the operating cycles were used. They
were characterized by road X-Y-Z coordinates relative to a fixed origin, i.e., the
8Parts of this section is based on publication iii [45], which is not presented in any of the
appended papers.
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Dry port







































Figure 2.17: Top: map; bottom: the elevation and speed limit of a round-trip route in the
map passing all nodes.
topographic data, the position of the LU nodes, and the road speed limit or a
representative reference speed on the road.
In the context of propulsion tailoring, the operating cycle has been viewed
static and deterministic, meaning that the surrounding environment was assumed
to be fixed and known in advance without uncertainty. This assumption was
needed due to the fact that vehicle design cannot change during operation. A
representative reference speed has been defined to describe the driving situation
and traffic. The reference speed varies depending on the road section, for example,
on highways, rural areas, close to a red light and along a curve, and the daily
reference speed was overridden while negotiating a curve such that the lateral
acceleration remained below 1.5 m/s2. An example is shown in Fig. 2.17.
In the context of predictive energy management, however, real-time variation
in traffic can be considered by enforcing a real-time hard constraint on the road
speed limit based on traffic flow, or a constraint on vehicle traveled time as a
function of distance traveled based on the leading vehicle, i.e., the subject vehicle
and the leading vehicle cannot be a in the same position (with a safety offset)
at the same time. Therefore, the velocity of the leading vehicle can influence the
optimal energy management of the vehicle.
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Figure 2.18: Top: road in X-Y-Z coordinates (the Z-coordinate is scaled by a factor of 5 for
the sake of visibility); bottom: the elevation and a reference speed profile. The shown road is
the country road track on proving ground Hällered.
Real-world topographic data were used for most of the studies in this thesis.
The topographic data, i.e., the road longitude, latitude, and altitude, were ob-
t ined either from publicly available map data or by performing measurements
using an OxTS RT3000 GNSS inertial system [1]. The conversion from longitude
lo, latitude la, and altitude lt was performed as follows:












where Re = 6371000 m is the earth’s radius from the center to sea level. An





The main objective of this chapter is to design vehicles that perform transporta-
tion assignments with the lowest TCO. The set of design variables differs depend-
ing on the transportation assignment. They include different vehicle powertrain
components, propulsion systems, vehicle loading capacities (Fig. 3.1), routes (a
small set of available routes), and infrastructure, i.e., charging stations power and
locations, and LU schemes. The different propulsion systems include conventional,
battery electric, and hybrid propulsion. Therefore, by performing TCO minimiza-
tion on different transportation missions, those missions where the zero-emission
BEHVs are more profitable than the CHVs are identified, and the competitiveness
between different transportation solutions is presented. This chapter is a short
summery of papers A, C, D, and E.
3.1 TCO definition1
The annual TCO C of a single vehicle is defined as
C = copr + cdep, (3.1)









1− (1 + r)−ny , (3.3)
where copr indicates the yearly operational cost, cdep denotes the depreciation
cost, and celec, cfuel, cdriver, cmaint, ctax, cinsu, and ctmms denote the annual costs of
1The content of this section is based on Papers C and E.
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Figure 3.1: Different vehicle sizes included in the vehicle-infrastructure design. From top to
bottom, they are rigid truck, tractor-semitrailer, Nordic combination, and A-double (Courtesy
of Volvo Trucks).
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electric energy, diesel fuel, driver, vehicle maintenance, taxes, and insurance and
the operational cost related to the TMMS (in case of ADS-DVs), respectively.
In (3.3), r denotes the discount rate (or interest); ny denotes the economic life
time (or planning horizon) in years; Rv denotes the vehicle-infrastructure rest (or
resale) value, i.e., the price of a product at the end of its service life; Rb is the
battery rest value; pbatt,tot denotes the purchase price of the all batteries including
the replaced ones; and p denotes the purchase price of products at the start of
the service life, i.e., the price of chassis pchass, excluding the powertrain, EMs pem,
transmission ptrans, battery packs pbatt, ICE pice, LU components plu, recharging
infrastructure prech, ADS pads, and the TMMS ptmms, given by
p = pchass + pem + ptrans + pice + plu + prech + pads + ptmms, (3.4)
where ctmms, pads, and ptmms are set to zero if the vehicle has a human driver. In
addition, some terms of the TCO defined above might be zero depending on the
type of propulsion.
The battery’s operational life is separated from that of the other vehicle com-
ponents since the last replaced battery might be in a good health condition. More-
over, the maintenance cost of BEHVs was assumed to be 50% of that of CHVs
[40, 85]. In this thesis, the battery end of life occurred when the battery capacity
reached 80% of the initial capacity, and the rest value was set to zero, neglecting
a possible second life application [84]. Furthermore, an additional payload was
considered for BEHVs according to EU directive 2015/719, without considering
any other incentives.
3.2 Fleet and infrastructure optimization2
In this section, a methodology is proposed to design a fleet of heavy vehicles
that together perform a set of transportation assignments with the lowest TCO.
Therefore, the optimum fleet varies depending on the defined assignments and the
road network. In the case of having a single vehicle and a single route, the problem
of propulsion design has a simple structure, as discussed in section 2.2, i.e., a single
optimization problem where the decision variables are bound to be discrete along
with a nonsmooth cost function and constraints. Such an optimization problem
can be defined as
find size of the vehicle and the propulsion components
to minimize TCO per unit freight transported (3.5)
subject to vehicle model constraints
2This section is a short summary of Papers A and E, together with additional material.
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In optimization problem (3.5), the propulsion components include the type
and size of the ICE, type, size and number of EMs, type, size and number of
battery packs, and the location of the propelled axles. Alternative power sources,
for example, fuel cells, could also be included; however, they were not studied in
this thesis.
Vehicle-model constraints relate to the system dynamic, recharging, and pow-
ertrain models, including all the equations and inequalities described in sections
2.5-2.7. Performance constraints guarantee proper functionality and safety of the
vehicles on roads [29, 121, 71, 75]. In this Chapter, performance constraints are
related to the longitudinal motion of the vehicle, i.e., startability, gradeability,
acceleration, and down-grade holding capabilities. The maximum grade on which
a laden vehicle can start forward motion and travel 10 m in less than 10 s is
referred to as startability. Gradeability is the maximum grade on which a laden
vehicle can maintain forward motion at a certain speed, e.g., at 80 km/h. On
a road with zero grade, acceleration capability is defined as the time taken by a
laden vehicle to start motion form rest and travel 100 m. Down-grade holding
capability refers to the maximum downhill road grade on which a laden vehicle
can maintain constant forward speed using auxiliary brakes, i.e., the ICE and/or
EMs.
Finally, transportation task constraints ensure performance of the transporta-
tion mission. These constraints relate to the working time, pick-up, delivery,
recharging power, and rules prescribed for LU operations. In this thesis, prob-
lems of kind (3.5) are solved using PSO.
A more complex problem than the one in (3.5) is to design a fleet of vehicles of
different types working together on a transportation network comprising several
pick-up and delivery nodes and different route connections. The problem becomes
even more complex if the design of the infrastructure is included. For a given set
of transportation assignments on a transportation network, the general problem
of designing a vehicle fleet and infrastructure is defined as follows:
find missions, routes within missions, types and numbers of vehicles
in each mission, number of trips performed by each vehicle
in each mission, charging power of each vehicle at each
node, loading–unloading scheme of each vehicle at each node
to minimize vehicle fleet and infrastructure TCO (3.6)
subject to vehicle-model constraints








Figure 3.2: A small set of vehicle-design parameters used to build the vehicle types.
performance constraints
transportation task constraints
A vehicle type is described by its size and propulsion system, i.e., the set of 
all possible vehicles built from the design variables of problem (3.5), hereinafter 
referred to as “design parameters”. A simple example of a set of vehicle types, 
including only two vehicle design parameters, i.e., the vehicle size and type of 
electric motor, is shown in Fig. 3.2. Fig. 3.3 provides an example of vehicle 
design parameters.
A “mission” is a part of a transportation network that includes at least two 
nodes. A vehicle visits all the nodes of a mission. A mission also includes a single 
or multiple cyclic routes that connect the nodes. A mission is thus defined by 
its routes and nodes together with the demands on the pick-up and delivery of 
goods. A vehicle operates repetitively in a single mission during the entirety of 
its service life.
Vehicle design and infrastructure design are coupled problems. For example, 
the number of vehicles and the infrastructure design influence the optimum vehicle 
propulsion design. For example, for a single vehicle, optimization might indicate 
that installation of many battery packs results in lower cost compared to installing 
a fast-charging power source. However, if the recharging infrastructure is shared 
between multiple vehicles, the installation of a fast-charging alternative may be 
more feasible. Such an example is shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the vehicle-infrastructure design parameters and the transportation
network. The vehicle design parameters include the types and number of EMs, types and number
of battery packs, number of propelled axles, and selection of conventional, battery electric or
hybrid powertrains. The route for performing the given mission of the vehicle can also be part
of the vehicle design parameters. The infrastructure design parameters include the LU scheme
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Figure 3.4: Influence of the number of vehicles in the fleet on the design of the vehicle and
charging infrastructure; left: one vehicle in the fleet; right: two vehicles in the fleet.
In vehicle routing problems, the route search space is large and the number of
possible vehicle types is small because vehicles usually differ only in their sizes.
In the vehicle routing literature, the vehicle hardware setup (e.g., powertrain) is
known [24, 7, 58, 79], and the fleet size and optimum routes are found. Therefore,
the possibility of a reduction in TCO and emissions via coupled hardware design
and fleet optimization has not been considered. The literature on heterogeneous
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vehicle routing problems accounts for differently sized and powered vehicles [47,
81, 26, 124, 20, 57], but the number of vehicle types is very small (less than six)
and not many route–vehicle aspects are investigated. The same holds for fleet-
size and mixed-vehicle routing problems [82, 79, 79, 58]. In this thesis, however,
the vehicle design search space is large and the route search space is small. This
property, together with the nonlinear cost function and constraints to accurately
evaluate the performance of each vehicle, made inclusion of many route–vehicle
aspects possible within the vehicle-infrastructure design optimization problem.
Furthermore, the same property, i.e., inclusion of a transportation network
that has a small route search space, made the proposed methodology for solving
problem (3.6) applicable by means of reasonable computational resources that
could find near global optimal solutions (or even a global solution, as for the
given problem, 60% of the runs of the algorithm yielded the same solution).
In this thesis, it was proposed to divide the large optimization problem (3.6)
into smaller subproblems of the form (3.5). The solution of the subproblems could
then be used in an allocation optimization problem to decide the final optimized
mixed fleet and the infrastructure. An example of solutions related to the trans-
portation network, shown in Fig. 2.17, is shown in Fig. 3.5, where the optimal
fleet comprises BEHVs. Factors such as low-density goods that allowed big bat-
teries without reducing the vehicle loading capacity, charging during service time,
i.e., during performing LU and the waiting time on the seaport, night charging,
optimal charging stations, and high utilization, all enhanced the competitiveness
of BEHVs compared to CHVs and hybrid vehicles for the given set of transporta-
tion assignments. More details about the solution method, vehicle specifications,
and the competitiveness of different propulsion hardware are provided in Paper
E.
3.3 Automation and electrification3
One contribution of this thesis is a demonstration of the competitiveness of dif-
ferent transportation solutions and identification of those transportation scenar-
ios where BEHVs, including the corresponding infrastructure, exhibit the lowest
TCO. In addition, ADS-DVs, as shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7, will play an im-
portant role in road freight transportation in the near future; therefore, their
influence on propulsion design and competitiveness between vehicles with differ-
ent sources of power, i.e., BEHVs and CHVs, were studied in this thesis. For
this purpose, optimization problems of the form (3.5) were solved, including the
infrastructure design and excluding the vehicle size from the design variables, for
different transportation scenarios. The transportation scenarios differed in terms
3This section is a summary of Papers C and D, together with additional material.
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C2 C3
Figure 3.5: An optimum fleet for a maximum daily working time of 10 h and a daily freight flow
of 226 m3. The optimum fleet comprises two vehicles of different sizes working on two different
missions. Both vehicles are BEHVs with different types of propulsion, i.e., EMs and batteries.
The optimum locations of the charging stations are shown, as is the optimum LU scheme at each
node. The LU schemes include using a straddle carrier, additional semitrailer, and on-board
waiting. The latter corresponds to the case where the LU is performed by personnel with no
extra cost except that related to the waiting time. The propelled axles are the rear axles of the
tractor and the rear axle of the dolly (reused from Paper E).
of vehicle average speed, road length, hilliness, vehicle size (shown in Fig. 3.8),
vehicle source of power, i.e., battery electric or conventional, and driving system,
i.e., driven by ADS or human driver. For each of the transportation scenarios,
the vehicle propulsion system and the infrastructure were optimized. It was con-
cluded that the optimum size of the batteries can be different in ADS-DVs and
vehicles with human drivers.
Moreover, ADS improved the competitiveness of BEHVs against CHVs. It was
shown that, the driving cycle characteristics, e.g., road length, i.e., the distance
between LU points (or charging stations), hilliness, the transportation parameters,
e.g., utilization, price of fuel and electric energy, ICE efficiency, battery price,
discussant rate, and life time, all influence the competitiveness between ADS-D
BEHVs and ADS-D CHVs and between BEHVs and CHVs with human drivers.
For example, Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 show the influence of road length on the TCO of
these vehicles.
Relative sensitivity analyses of the factors contributing to the TCO of different
vehicles and driving systems were performed for different transportation scenarios.
This process resulted in a large quantity of data that can help practitioners to
select the lowest cost vehicle-infrastructure solution for the given transportation
scenario. For example, the answers to the following questions can be found by
exploring the data:
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Figure 3.6: A battery electric ADS-DV (Volvo Group Vera concept, courtesy of Volvo Trucks).
Figure 3.7: The battery electric ADS-DV unloading by a straddle carrier (courtesy of Volvo
Trucks).
1. What vehicle size should be used for a specific task?
2. What kind of propulsion system? Fully electric or conventional? Size of the
battery, charging infrastructure, loading-unloading?
3. Is it good to use fully and highly automated driving systems, i.e., levels 4
and 5 of DAS?
4. What would be the cost of infrastructure and TMMS?
5. How sensitive is the selected solution to different contributing factors?
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Figure 3.8: Different vehicle sizes with and without human drivers, i.e., ADS-DVs studied in
this thesis. From the smallest to the largest, they are a rigid truck, tractor-semitrailer, Nordic
combination, and A-double. The semitrailers appear in a different color than the tractor and
dolly since they might belong to different operators based on the optimum LU scheme.
An example is shown in Fig. 3.11 for vehicle utilization. An ADS-dedicated
battery electric tractor-semitrailer has the lowest TCO if the utilization is high
(even though the charging station cost is a part of the TCO), but for utilization less
than 70%, the ADS-dedicated conventional tractor-semitrailer yields the lowest
TCO. A further reduction in utilization makes the conventional tractor-semitrailer
with human driver have the lowest TCO. More details can be found in Papers C
and D.
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Figure 3.9: The annual TCO per ton freight and kilometer traveled for ADS-DVs of different
sizes and power sources, as well as different road hilliness. RT, TS, NC, and AD stand for rigid
truck, tractor-semitrailer, Nordic combination, and A-double. For BEHVs, there is a certain
road length (i.e., distance between LU nodes and/or charging stations) that yields the minimum
TCO. The cost of the infrastructure is included in the TCO calculations. Each data point in
the figure corresponds to an optimized vehicle-infrastructure. At certain road lengths, ADS-D
BEHVs (automated driving systems-dedicated BEHVs) exhibit a lower TCO than ADS-D CHVs
(automated driving systems-dedicated CHVs); reused from publication iv [44].
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Figure 3.10: The annual TCO per ton freight and kilometer traveled for vehicles with human
drivers of different sizes and power sources, as well as different road hilliness. RT, TS, NC, and
AD stand for rigid truck, tractor-semitrailer, Nordic combination, and A-double. For BEHVs,
there is a certain road length (i.e., distance between LU nodes and/or charging stations) that
yields the minimum TCO. The cost of the infrastructure is included in the TCO calculations.
Each data point in the figure corresponds to an optimized vehicle-infrastructure. At certain
road lengths, BEHVs exhibit a lower TCO than CHVs; reused from publication iv [44].
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Figure 3.11: The annual TCO per ton freight transported versus different vehicle utilization
levels of a tractor-semitrailer that operates on a flat road of 40 km in length at the optimum
speed. Also, different cost factors, power sources, and driving systems are compared. Each
group of four bars from right to left represents automated CHV (CHV, ADS-DV), CHV with
human driver (CHV, HD), automated BEHV (BEHV, ADS-DV), and BEHV with human driver




The optimal motion controller is responsible for reducing the lateral off-tracking
of the vehicle relative to a desired trajectory. This goal can be achieved by ei-
ther optimal control of the steering angles of different vehicle axles (if they are
steerable) or by the combined optimal control of steering, propulsion and brak-
ing. As will be discussed in Chapter 5, stable and efficient vehicle motion can
be guaranteed by predictive EMS under lateral stability constraints. However,
in the optimal EMS framework, minimization of the off-tracking is not part of
the cost function nor are the steering angles included as decision variables due to
the long prediction horizons, limits in real-time computations and the need for
careful tuning of the controller. Instead, it was assumed that the steering control
is separated from EMS, and the corresponding optimal controller was introduced
in this chapter. In addition, the results of the combined optimal control of the
steering, propulsion and braking provided in this chapter serve as building blocks
for inclusion of the lateral dynamics constraints in EMS in an efficient manner,
i.e., by using LTV-MPC in the next Chapter of this thesis.
According to the vehicle dynamic model of multitrailer vehicles developed
in section 2.4 and Paper G, the obtained nonlinear system of implicit ODEs (or
DAEs) includes the wheels’ longitudinal force and steering angle as input variables.
Such a model provides the possibility of controlling the motion of the vehicle using
those inputs. As the modeled dynamic system is highly nonlinear with many states
and inputs, its real-time optimal control is not a trivial task. However, by means
of the procedure proposed in this thesis, the real-time optimal motion control of
multitrailer vehicles is possible for long prediction horizons (less than 250 m). The
proposed procedure made possible the combined braking, propulsion and steering
of these vehicles to ensure safe driving in all driving conditions, provided that
sufficient information about the upcoming road and maneuver is available for the
controller.
1This chapter is based on Paper H.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the road path available via vehicle localization and the road coordi-
nates in different driving conditions (courtesy of Volvo Trucks, altered from the Volvo original
images according to the approval).
The main idea of the optimal control of the nonlinear system in this thesis
was converting the dynamics and the defined NOCP into an LTV-OCP (or an
LTV-MPC) according to the procedure presented in section 2.3 and Paper H.
The dynamic model and all the constraints needed to be linearized around an
estimated (i.e. a guess) state-input trajectory that itself satisfies the nonlinear
dynamic system. The guess inputs can be generated by solving the problem off-
line using a simple control strategy, or they can be taken from the saved OCP
solution history of the same or similar route and maneuver. In paper H, it was
shown that this strategy resulted in an optimal solution that was very close to the
solution of the actual NOCP; whereas an STL vehicle model that was linearized
around a fixed operating condition and/or the current operating point resulted in
a control law that was far from the solution of the NOCP.
The above approach was tested, by simulation, for the problem of trajectory-
following and off-tracking minimization of an A-double with steerable dolly for
maneuvers of different characteristics, i.e., low-speed U-turn and high-speed lane






1st unit front edge trajectory
4th unit rear edge trajectory
Figure 4.2: Lane-change maneuver at a longitudinal speed of 85 km/h. 1) when no optimal
control is involved, with no dolly steering; 2) optimal control of the dolly steering using a linear
vehicle model; 3) optimal control of the dolly steering where the vehicle model is linearized
around the reference trajectory generated using case (1) with a single iteration of the LTV-
MPC; 4) optimal control of the dolly steering using SQP where the iterations were continued
until convergence.
decisions. It was assumed that the desired trajectory is either determined by a
motion planner or available based on the road coordinates, as illustrated in Fig.
4.1.
Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 compare the high-speed lane changes (85 km/h) of the three
methods explained above, together with a lane change without optimal control,
i.e.,
1. Lane-change with no off-tracking minimization.
2. LTV-MPC where the nonlinear dynamic system is linearized around a fixed
operating condition, that is, all the state-input trajectories are zero, except
the longitudinal velocity.
3. LTV-MPC where the nonlinear dynamic system is linearized around the
solution of a simple trivial controller, that is, sine steering.
4. NOCP where the optimal control actions were found by directly solving the
problem using SQP until convergence.
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the off-tracking and optimal steering angles between SQP and
LTV optimal control of the steering; a) comparing SQP and LTV, where the vehicle model is
linearized around a fixed operating condition, that is, when all the state-input trajectories are
zero, except the longitudinal velocity; b) comparing SQP and LTV, where the vehicle model was
linearized around a reference trajectory obtained by sine steering. The LTV of case (b) gives
a very close solution to the SQP. The LTV of case (a) reduced off-tracking by 50%, whereas in
case (b), the LTV reduced the off-tracking by 71%.
Among the above cases, case 4 yields the best possible solution, i.e., optimal
steering angle trajectories of the first and third units, which is computationally
expensive. Case 3, however, gives a very close solution to case 4 but is computa-
tionally efficient and suitable for real-time applications. These two cases reduce
the off-tracking by 71% compared to that of the maneuver with no steering of
the third unit. The solution in case 2, however, is far from the solution of case 4,
resulting in a 50%-reduction in off-tracking. Notably, case 2 uses an STL vehicle
model that is widely used in literature in nonoptimal, or short-horizon optimal,
motion control of combination vehicles.
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The above results lead to an important conclusion: if the nonlinear vehicle
model is linearized around representative trajectories that are obtained using a
simple controller (in the above example, a lane change via sine steering), then the
solution of the LTV-MPC in long prediction horizons is expected to be close to
the solution of the NOCP. This result could not be achieved using a linear vehicle
model or its linearization around the operating point.
The above conclusion will be used for efficient inclusion of the nonlinear lateral
dynamic equations in predictive EMS in the next chapter. More details can be
found in Paper H.

Chapter 5
Predictive energy management of
distributed propulsion in long
combination vehicles1
In the previous chapters, it was concluded that battery electric and hybrid heavy
vehicles, including long combination vehicles, exhibit a lower TCO than their
conventional counterparts in certain transportation scenarios. TCO minimization
was performed using simple control strategies to control the gear selection and
the split of the total power between the electric and conventional power sources.
However, energy management, including speed profile and gear selection optimiza-
tion for the conventional and battery electric vehicles, and combined speed profile,
gear selection and power split optimization in hybrid vehicles, results in consid-
erable fuel and energy savings. The energy savings depend on many parameters,
as discussed in paper B using dynamic programming. For example, regarding the
vehicle, it depends on the vehicle size, type and size of batteries, EMs, and ICE;
and regarding the surrounding environment, it depends on the road profile, speed
variations caused by traffic and road legal speed limit, and weather conditions,
e.g., wind and road grip. As shown in Paper B, for the tested road profile, predic-
tive energy management of hybrid vehicles, excluding speed profile optimization,
resulted in 4-12% fuel savings, depending on the road speed variation and the
powertrain. The energy savings can be higher in hilly and very hilly roads and
when considering speed profile optimization combined with power split and gear
optimization. The speed profile optimization itself leads to fuel savings in CHVs
on hilly roads [42]. For battery electric vehicles, however, the savings of predictive
energy management on hilly roads are expected to be lower because of the possi-
bility of regenerative braking that is also available in a non-predictive controller.
1Parts of this chapter were already presented in Paper F. However, most of the material was
not presented in any of the appended papers.
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Figure 5.1: Examples of distributed propulsion between different axles of combination vehicles,
including vehicles with human drivers and ADS-DVs.
In the sequel, this chapter discusses the predictive, i.e., optimal, energy manage-
ment of vehicles with hybrid powertrains. Notably, the algorithms are also valid
for conventional and battery electric vehicles.
Moreover, according to papers C, D and E, in the case of combination vehi-
cles, e.g., Nordic combination and A-double, the optimum powertrain configura-
tion might include distributed propulsion between axles depending on the vehi-
cle transportation use-case. The distributed propulsion might include different
sources of power. Examples of vehicles with hybrid and distributed propulsion
are shown in Fig. 5.1.
In these vehicles, the propulsion and braking actuation might act on axles that
belong to different units separated by articulation joints. Therefore, the driven
axles might be actuated separately from the others based on the request of the
optimal energy management controller. For example, the energy management
controller might predict that it is more energy efficient to let only the electrically
driven axle of the dolly brake, e.g., to reduce the speed or to maintain speed while
going downhill, rather than the other axles that have no electric drive, such that
more energy can be regenerated. However, such a scenario should be allowed only
if the safety and lateral stability are assured. The lateral stability can be compro-
mised by the nonlinear behavior of the tires and because articulation joints (one
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Figure 5.2: Dolly braking on a curved and slightly downhill road. The braked axle loses lateral
force due to the combined slip effect of the tires. Then, the push of the second semitrailer causes
dolly jack-knifing.
Figure 5.3: Road prediction horizon used for EMS (green lane). The blue section corresponds
to the part of the prediction horizon where vehicle lateral stability constraints must be satisfied
in the MPC problem (courtesy of Volvo Trucks, altered from the Volvo original image according
to the approval).
or more) exist in combination vehicles. For example, if an electrically driven axle
is solely actuated because of the energy savings, it pushes the front units during
propulsion, and it is pushed by the rear units during braking. Uneven distribution
of the load and low road grip contribute to even more critical situations. Such a
scenario is simulated, and the result is shown in Fig. 5.2.
A similar instability might occur when the dolly pushes the front units during
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propulsion. Therefore, proper constraints should be defined in the energy man-
agement controller to avoid such scenarios while maximizing the energy savings.
Therefore, this chapter also considers the problem of predictive energy manage-
ment under lateral stability constraints. The real-time model predictive control of
many states and control actions of a highly nonlinear systems in the presence of
nonlinear constraints and long prediction horizons, e.g., Fig. 5.3, is challenging.
5.1 Control layer hierarchy2
Inclusion of the detailed dynamics of the system in a single control layer requires a
high level of computations that cannot be performed in the case of long prediction
horizons and real-time applications. A multilayer control hierarchy can help to
decompose the complex control system into smaller and computationally efficient
subcontrol systems. In this case, each of the subcontrol systems includes a dif-
ferent level of detail regarding the behavior of the overall controlled system and
can be solved using different approaches and feedback control laws. In the case
of predictive energy management, the control hierarchy in this thesis is shown in
Fig. 5.4, where the different control layers exhibit different levels of nonlinearity
and require different feedback frequencies.
The vehicle environment block constantly provides information about the up-
coming horizon, i.e., the road ahead (and the whole trip, if available) including the
topography, traffic, speed limit, and available lanes. Traffic information includes
the position and speed of the leading vehicle. The first control layer is thus respon-
sible for planning the vehicle velocity vreq, the battery state of charge socreq, the
ICE gear γe,req and the EM gear γm,req for long prediction horizons. The second
and third layers are responsible for tracking the requested states generated by the
first layer. In the second layer, the brake and acceleration pedal positions (in case
of a vehicle with a human driver), or directly the propulsion power Pprop,req and
brake power Pbrk,req requests (often in the case of the ADS-DVs), are planned.
The control signal selection at this level depends on the signal availability and
control hierarchy of the plant model, i.e., the vehicle. For example, the power
requests generated in the energy management controller should not override the
power requests generated by the vehicle active safety control system. Finally, the
third control layer is responsible for following the SOC trajectory generated by
the first layer using the equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS).
2This section is based on Paper F.
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States: velocity, battery energy, time
Control signals: forces (ICE, EM, brakes), gears
Cost function: Fuel energy, electric energy, braking energy
Horizon: 5 - 20 km
Updates: 0.1 - 2 Hz, 10 - 45 m
Second control layer: vehicle velocity tracking
States: velocity, acceleration
Control signals: acceleration and brake pedals
Cost function: Deviation from vx,req
Horizon: 0.1 - 1 s
Updates: 10-100 Hz
Third control layer: vehicle and its actuators
ECMS (SOC tracking)ICE Gearbox
Control variable: EM energy
Instanteneous











































First control layer: velocity, battery energy and
gear planning (depending on the powertrain)
Figure 5.4: Overall control hierarchy, where vreq, socreq, γe,req, and γm,req denote the optimal
profile of the velocity, battery state of charge, ICE gear, and EM gear, respectively; Pprop,req
and Pbrk,req denote the propulsion and brake power requests; and signals a, v, s, soc, γe and
γm are the feedback signals, where a denotes acceleration and s denotes the current distance
traveled.
5.2 First control layer: velocity, battery and gear
planning by solving a nonlinear mixed-integer
optimal control problem3
Following the NOCP defined in (2.3) and the powertrain model described in sec-
tion 2.5, the NOCP of energy management of a vehicle driving on a straight
road, i.e., neglecting the lateral dynamics, according to Paper F, can be de-
fined as follows, where the state vector is x = [vx, soc, t] and the input vector
is u = [Fe, Fmw, Fbr, γe, γm] (see section 2.5 and Fig. 2.10 for definition of the
3This section is based on Paper F.
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notation):
Find Fe(s), Fmw(s), Fbr(s), γe(s), γm(s),












subject to fuel equivalent force:















































initial and terminal states:
v(s0) = v0, soc(s0) = soc0, t(s0) = t0, (5.1f)
soc(sf) = socf, (5.1g)































j , i = 3, 4} ≤ 0, (5.1j)
arrival time:
t(sf)− ttref(sf) ≤ 0, (5.1k)
battery SOC limits:
socmin − soc(s) ≤ 0, (5.1l)
soc(s)− socmax ≤ 0, (5.1m)
battery power limits:
5.2. First control layer: velocity, battery and gear planning by solving


















− pbmax ≤ 0, (5.1o)
speed limits:
vmin(s)− vx(s) ≤ 0, (5.1p)
vx(s)− vmax(s) ≤ 0, (5.1q)
ICE torque (force) lower limit:
− Fe(s) ≤ 0, (5.1r)
friction brake lower limit:
− Fbr(s) ≤ 0, (5.1s)





































, Fmw(s) ≤ 0.
(5.2)
In NOCP (5.1), the cost function includes fuel equivalent force Ff, brake force
Fbr, and total equivalent electric dissipation force Fdel, which are given by the last
three terms of the cost function, i.e.,





The primary objective is to reduce fuel consumption. However, the inclusion
of the brake force in the cost function led to faster convergence of the NLP.
Moreover, the inclusion of the electric dissipation in the cost function was needed
to make its later linearization possible, according to Paper F. Therefore, inclusion
of both brake and electric dissipation in the cost function, together with the
fuel consumption, indirectly discourages deceleration and acceleration, thereby
increasing driver comfort.
Furthermore, constraint (5.1c) represents the vehicle longitudinal dynamic sys-
tem, where the influence of steering, i.e., side slip, is neglected. Constraint (5.1d)
represents the battery energy dynamic equation. Constraint (5.1e) represents the
time dynamic equation. Constraints (5.1f) and (5.1g) restrict the initial and final
states. Constraint (5.1h) enforces the upper limits of the ICE torque (or force).
Constraints (5.1i) and (5.1j) limit the positive and negative EM torques. Con-
straint (5.1k) limits the trip or horizon maximum travel time given the reference
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max trip or horizon travel time ttref(s). Constraints (5.1l) and (5.1m) restrict
the battery SOC. Constraints (5.1n) and (5.1o) limit the battery power, and con-
straints (5.1p)-(5.1s) limit the longitudinal speed and engine and brake forces.
5.2.1 Sequential quadratic programming for solving NOCP
of energy management
The nonlinear mixed-integer OCP (5.1) can be solved sequentially, as discussed
in section 2.3.1. An SQP can be built by performing discretization and quadratic
convex approximation of the cost function, as well as linearization of the con-
straints. Then, the problem is transformed into a form given by (2.7) that can
be iteratively solved by the SLP or SQP until convergence to the solution of the
nonlinear problem. However, the SLP or SQP in the form presented in (2.7) are
applicable only for continuous variables. Integer variables ud = [γe,γm] are han-
dled by solving a secondary optimization problem to ensure that the best gears
are selected in all distance stages to minimize the ICE and EM energy dissipation.
The gear optimization is also solved sequentially. The output of the each iteration
of gear optimization serves as input to the next iteration of the QP. The detailed
procedure is explained in Paper F. Algorithm 2 in section 2.3.2 is updated to
include the gear optimization according to the following algorithm. Note that in
this algorithm, there are no desired states.
Algorithm 3 SQP and gear optimization for predictive energy management
Input: x̂,x0,u0 = [uc0,ud0], where uc0 = [Fe0,Fmw0,Fbr0],ud0 = [γe0,γm0];
Initialization : j ← 0;
1: while not converged do
2: Evaluate Jacobians and linearize the constraints (also perform a convex
approximation of the cost function according to Paper F, if needed) to
build QP, i.e., QPNOCP(x̂,xj,ucj,udj);
3: Solve QPNOCP(x̂,xj,ucj,udj) to find x and uc, by calling a QP solver (e.g.
[6, 50]);
4: Solve the two-gear optimization problems (one for EM and one for ICE
according to Paper F), given x and uc, to find ud;
5: Update the state-input guess xj and uj = [ucj,udj] to ensure descent in
the Newton direction with step size α ∈]0, 1] [105]:






6: j ← j + 1;
7: end while
8: return [x,uc,ud].
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5.2.2 Sequential linear programming for solving NOCP of
energy management
The difference between SLP and SQP is the approximation of the cost function.
In SLP, in each sequential iteration, the cost function is approximated by a linear
(affine) function. This can be done by considering Fdel as a control signal, i.e.,





Ff(x(s), u(s), s) + Fbr(s) + Fdel(s)
)
ds. (5.4)
Hence, the only nonlinear term in the cost function is Ff (x(s), u(s), s). This term
can be linearized according to












F linf0 (x(s), u(s), s) + Fbr(s) + Fdel(s)
)
ds. (5.6)
The linearization of the cost function is sequentially updated with the updates of
the constraints. The rest of the SLP algorithm and gear optimization is the same
as Algorithm 3.
In addition, the introduction of Fdel as a control signal linearizes the battery
energy dynamic equation (5.1d) and simplifies the constraints on the battery
power (5.1n) and (5.1o).
5.3 Predictive lateral stability and energy man-
agement in long prediction horizons as a part
of the first control layer4
The predictive energy management presented previously did not include lateral
motion. Direct application of the energy management strategy explained above in
applications with distributed propulsion causes safety issues. The reasons include
the higher risks of side slip, roll-over, and pushing the towing unit. A quick remedy
4This section was not presented in any of the appended papers.
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Figure 5.5: Tire longitudinal and lateral forces, Fxw and Fyw, as functions of longitudinal and
lateral slip, i.e., sx and sy, using a combined slip tire brush model.
for the safety problem is to use a large safety factor and to limit the propulsion and
braking forces of the driven axles to a small portion of the maximum available tire
longitudinal force. Another solution is limiting the longitudinal speed based on the
curvature of the road. However, these approaches may not be sufficient to ensure
safety, as they do not take into account different contributing factors, such as
road friction, vehicle configuration, load distribution, and the combination of the
curvature, road grade, and road banking angle, unless by being too conservative,
which can result in less efficient energy management. Therefore, the optimal
distribution of propulsion and braking considering the dynamics of the vehicle
combination is necessary to ensure safety and energy efficiency simultaneously.
One of the main reasons for the increased safety risk of distributed propul-
sion is the combined tire slip effect. The tire longitudinal and lateral forces are
interrelated because the total force that a tire can provide is limited. For exam-
ple, a high longitudinal tire force reduces the maximum lateral force that the tire
can develop, and vice versa. This characteristic is shown in Fig. 5.5 using an
anisotropic tire brush model with parabolic pressure and a stick and slip friction
[65], where the lateral and longitudinal forces are shown as functions of the tire
lateral and longitudinal slips, i.e., sx and sy.
In this thesis, the tire longitudinal forces serve as inputs to the dynamic sys-
tem, whereas the required slip for generating these forces is not calculated in the
first control layer. Moreover, the combined slip equations as functions of the slips,
e.g., the brush tire model or Pacejka tire model [107], are not invertible. There-
fore, if the longitudinal force and lateral slip are known, the longitudinal slip
and the lateral force cannot be easily calculated. A combined slip model that is
simpler than the brush and Pacejka models is the friction ellipse model [107, 65].
This model directly relates the longitudinal and lateral forces, rather than the
5.3. Predictive lateral stability and energy management in long
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where Fyw denotes the tire lateral force, Fxw denotes the tire longitudinal force
caused by actuation (the input of dynamic system (2.12) or (2.13) according to
(2.15)), neglecting the rolling resistance, µ is the road friction, Fz denotes the tire
normal force, and e is a scaling factor that defines the shape of the combined slip
model; i.e., if e = 1, then the model is a friction circle. The friction ellipse model
(5.7) shows that the lateral force decreases if the longitudinal slip or longitudinal
force is nonzero. A comparison of the friction ellipse combined slip model and the
anisotropic tire brush model with a parabolic pressure and stick and slip friction































R ω − vwx
|R ω| , (5.10)
sy =
vwy
















where R denotes the tire radius, ω denotes the tire rotational speed, vwy and vwx
denote the wheel hub velocity components in the wheel local coordinate system,
Cx and Cy denote the longitudinal and lateral tire stiffness, µslip and µstick denote
the road friction at nonzero slip and the road friction at zero slip, respectively,
L denotes the road-tire contact length, and Fz denotes the tire vertical force.
Equations (5.8) and (5.9) are valid if the tire rotational speed and the vehicle
longitudinal speed have the same sign. The figures were generated using Cx = 270
kN, Cy = 180 kN, µslip = 0.9, µstick = 1.35, L = 0.1 m, and Fz = 18 kN. More
details are provided in Paper G and [65].
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Figure 5.6: The lateral force Fy versus the longitudinal force Fx modeled with two different
combined slip tire models, i.e., the brush and the friction ellipse models, and for different values
of scaling factor e. The friction ellipse results in a lower lateral force for most combinations of
Fx and Fy. The line for
√
F 2x + F
2
y = µFz is also shown. Fz refers to the tire vertical load, and
µ refers to the road friction at a large slip.
The nonlinear equations of motion of multitrailer vehicles described in sec-
tion 2.4 and Paper G can include the tire combined slip effect and distributed
propulsion and braking, as well as steering. Therefore, the vehicle dynamic equa-
tion (5.1c) can be replaced with the nonlinear equations of motion of multitrailer
vehicles (2.13) with the addition of constraints related to the axles’ lateral force
and acceleration to obtain a new NOCP that considers predictive energy man-
agement of LHVs with distributed propulsion, where the lateral stability is taken
into account. However, the applicability of such an energy management method
in real-time applications is not guaranteed because the equations of motion of the
combined lateral and longitudinal dynamics are highly nonlinear and stiff com-
pared to the longitudinal dynamic equation (5.1c), where the lateral dynamics are
neglected. For example, the Euler method for the approximation of the derivatives
can be used to discretize the NOCP in (5.1) with an arbitrary step size, whereas
the step size of an NOCP that includes the lateral dynamics can barely exceed
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Figure 5.7: The combined slip using brush and friction ellipse models, where e = 1.2 is used
for the friction ellipse. The region where the friction ellipse model yields a lower Fy than the one
modeled by the brush model is called the conservative region. Additionally, the region where√
F 2x + F
2
y ≤ µFz, i.e., the constrained region, is shown. The constrained region is a subregion
of the conservative region. Fz refers to the tire vertical load, and µ refers to the road friction at
a large slip.
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Figure 5.8: Similar to Fig. 5.7 but with a high resolution to better illustrate the conservative
and constrained regions.
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0.5 m for nonzero steering since the ODEs are highly nonlinear. In addition, the
number of states in dynamic equation (2.13) is considerably larger than that in
(5.1c), i.e., the state vector given in (2.14) versus vx. Moreover, the number of
control inputs in dynamic equation (2.13) is also considerably larger than that
in (5.1c). Therefore, directly solving an NOCP that includes lateral dynamics
for prediction horizons of 5-20 km is computationally expensive, which makes it
unsuitable for real-time applications.
In this thesis, a five-step problem simplification is proposed to reduce the
computational burden of solving the NOCP of predictive energy management
that includes lateral stability constraints:
1. use a nonlinear single-track vehicle model with lumped axle groups, as de-
scribed in Paper G, as apposed to a two-track model;
2. reduce the number of states in the longitudinal dynamics equation, as de-
scribed in section 2.4.2;
3. use a rule-based strategy to reduce the number of dynamic system inputs
in the longitudinal dynamics equation, e.g., the total friction brake is dis-
tributed proportionally among the nonelectrified axles;
4. use two different discretizations for the longitudinal and lateral dynamics
equations, i.e., a coarse discretization for longitudinal dynamics and a fine
discretization for lateral dynamics;
5. use an LTV version of the lateral dynamics that is linearized around a refer-
ence guess trajectory close to the nonlinear solution, as described in section
2.3.1 and Paper H. The LTV model does not need to be updated in every
iteration of the sequential program.
Furthermore, the lateral stability constraints derived from the nonlinear lateral
dynamic equations can be active for a shorter horizon than that used for energy
management, e.g., for 500 m instead of 10 km, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3, to
further reduce the computational burden. The above simplifications in the NOCP,
including the lateral dynamics, makes this approach suitable for real-time energy
management of distributed propulsion in combination vehicles.
5.3.1 Criteria for LHV stability
There are several criteria that can be used to limit the lateral motion of a vehicle,
each with its own pros and cons. The objective here is to avoid vehicle instability
and loss of control caused by the vehicle velocity and the braking and propulsion of
the axles when the vehicle is in autonomous or cruising mode using constraints in
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the optimization problem. Inclusion of the stability objectives in the cost function
was discussed in Chapter 4 and is part of the motion control and active safety
functions that override the control actions of the energy management whenever
necessary. However, inclusion of lateral constraints in the energy management
helps to reduce the number of interventions made by the active safety functions
other than steering control. In this context, optimal control refers to energy
optimality, and, for example, reduction in off-tracking by active steering of the
axles is not included. Nevertheless, with the proposed algorithm, it is possible
to include the axle steering as control variables and to add weighted terms to
the cost function to account for minimizing the off-tracking, which then requires
additional computational effort.
The criteria that can be used for limiting lateral motion include (but are not
limited to) the following:
Availability of the additional tire lateral force of all the axles during all
driving scenarios
High tire side slip might occur when the tire reaches its peak lateral force. The
loss of control due to lateral motion and the excessive increase in the articulation
angles can be avoided if the required tire lateral force, e.g., for the safe negotiation
of a curve, remains less than the peak lateral force a tire can provide. Such a
constraint ensures that an increase in the lateral slip to greater than that needed
for negotiating a curve always results in an increase in the lateral force. This means
that there is always an additional lateral force available. The tire longitudinal
force affects the tire peak lateral force due to the tire combined slip effect, and
the vehicle longitudinal speed affects the lateral force needed for safe negotiation
of a curve. With the proposed predictive energy management algorithm, which
includes constraints on the lateral motion, both factors, i.e., the vehicle velocity
and the tire longitudinal force, are optimally controlled to ensure that the lateral
forces of all the axles do not reach their peak, within a safety margin, to avoid
jack-knifing, swinging, increased overshoot and rearward amplification.
The availability of the lateral force can be ensured by constraining the longi-
tudinal and lateral forces of the tires to remain in the green region shown in Figs.
5.6-5.8, i.e.,
√






where S ≥ 1 denotes the safety factor. The safety factor is needed due to possible
disturbances and uncertainties of road friction estimation and the error caused by
the linearization and simplification of the system dynamics along the road. When
using the friction ellipse combined slip tire model, depending on the scale factor
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e, the estimated lateral force Fy is smaller than that estimated by a more sophis-
ticated combined slip tire model, i.e., the brush model, for a certain combination
of lateral and longitudinal forces. Those combinations belong to the conservative
region, which is marked in the Figs. 5.6-5.8. The region that satisfies (5.12), i.e.,
the constrained region for S = 1, is a subregion of the conservative region. This
means that the friction ellipse tire model can be safely used in the vehicle dy-
namic model without risking safety if the magnitude of the slips sx and sx remain
bounded, e.g., less than 0.2. Constraint (5.12) also ensures that such a bound is
met.
The benefit of using constraint (5.12) is that it does not include a variable that
is calculated using the reference vehicle (except the reference guess trajectories
used for system linearization). The drawbacks of using (5.12) are that it does not
avoid an increase in off-tracking and it does not account for roll-over prevention.
Moreover, in the case of a large lateral slip imposed by a sharp road curvature at
low speeds, constraint (5.12) cannot be satisfied for all tires of an axle group with
any choice of control inputs, as some of the tires in an axle group experience a
large lateral slip that requires exceeding the peak lateral force, which contradicts
constraint (5.12). Therefore, constraint (5.12) should only be active if the vehicle
does not perform low-speed full steering turns or if each of the axle groups is
lumped into a single axle; e.g., when the lateral slips of the different axles are not
larger than 0.15, depending on the safety factor and the tire model.
The increase in off-tracking can be handled by the motion controller described
in Chapter 4. In the case of high-speed driving with a constant speed, the increase
in the off-tracking occurs because the propulsion and braking of an axle reduce
the lateral force, as shown in Fig. 5.5. Therefore, a larger lateral slip is needed
to achieve the same lateral force as that in the absence of the longitudinal force
and, consequently, a larger yaw angle. Such an increase in the lateral slip ∆sy is
shown in Fig. 5.9. The maximum increase in lateral slip within the constraint
region is approximately 25%. In the case of a reduction in speed, the off-tracking
might increase because of the smaller lateral acceleration that reduces the effect
of “shooting” the trailers towards the outer side of the curve.
Finally, the roll-over prevention can be enforced by adding a constraint on the
lateral acceleration of each of the vehicle units.
Limiting the change in the articulation angle compared to a reference
vehicle
Limiting the change in the articulation angle compared to a reference vehicle is
an alternative or complementary approach to the constraint of the availability of
the lateral force. The benefit of using such a constraint is that the off-tracking
can be limited. Therefore, this constraint avoids the change in the speed to some
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Figure 5.9: An increase in lateral slip by ∆sy caused by an increase in the longitudinal force
within the constrained region while the lateral force is constant.
extent due to the fact that the change in speed results in a change in articulation
angles. Hence, this constraint contradicts the energy management objectives in
situations where the optimal speed is largely different from the reference speed.
Another important drawback is that this constraint depends on the reference vehi-
cle performance, which might not be well controlled and stable by itself. Moreover,
the model and the numerical method used for simulating the performance of a
well-controlled reference vehicle should have similar characteristics to those of the
one used in the optimization problem; otherwise, the constraint might be infeasi-
ble due to the mismatch of the model solutions. In addition, this constraint alone
cannot prevent roll-over or side slip.
Limiting the lateral acceleration of the individual vehicle units
Limiting the lateral acceleration works well for avoiding roll-overs in situations
when there is sufficient lateral force available and the vehicle might roll-over be-
cause of the high lateral acceleration (and a high height of the COG) since a
roll-over might occur sooner than a skid on a dry road. Moreover, a low lateral
acceleration improves driver comfort. This constraint does not depend on the
reference vehicle performance (except for linearization). However, this constraint
alone cannot prevent the side slip caused by the tire combined slip effect and does
not take into account an increase in the low-speed off-tracking. More explanation
of this constraint can be found later in this section.
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Limiting the yaw rate of the individual vehicle units A critical yaw rate
might occur at high speeds and relatively high lateral accelerations. Therefore,
the constraints on the tire forces and the lateral acceleration might become active
sooner than that on the yaw rate. Moreover, limiting the yaw rate cannot avoid
low-speed side slip. However, the yaw rate is used in the electronic stability
control of the today’s vehicles as a part of active safety functions, where there
is no long horizon (i.e., look ahead) stability controller. The look-ahead stability
controller presented in this thesis stops critical situations before they actually
become critical.
Ensuring that all the vehicle units stay in the lane
Such a constraint requires a good driver model of the reference vehicle, i.e., its
feasibility depends on the driver model and the width of the lane. There might
be situations in which the vehicle cannot stay in the lane no matter how it is
controlled. A virtual lane can be defined around the swept path of the reference
vehicle and can be used as a limit for the vehicle position. Such a constraint,
however, works similarly to limiting the articulation angles compared to that of
the reference vehicle, thereby demonstrating similar benefits and drawbacks.
Limiting the lateral off-tracking
This constraint works similarly to limiting the articulation angles and stay-in-lane
constraint. High-speed off-tracking can be reduced by the energy management
via controlling the speed; however, low-speed off-tracking cannot be minimized
by energy management, unless it is penalized in the cost function. In this thesis,
however, low-speed off-tracking is not included in the energy management cost
function, and it is only minimized by the motion controller based on steering
inputs.
Following the above discussion, in the sequel, the vehicle stability constraints
in the energy management strategy include the availability of the additional lateral
force, limits on the lateral acceleration of the individual vehicle units, and limits
on the change in the articulation angles compared to those of the reference vehicle.
These constraints together ensure lateral stability of the vehicle along the trip.
The latter constraint, however, was not used in the case study.
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1st axle 2nd axle group 3rd axle group 5th axle 6th axle group4th axle
Figure 5.10: The subject hybrid A-double used for the predictive lateral stability control and
energy management. The second axle group and the fifth axle are driven by ICE and EMs,
respectively.
5.3.2 A case study for predictive lateral stability and en-
ergy management of an A-double with an electrified
dolly
The subject vehicle for testing the algorithm of predictive stability control and
energy management is the A-double shown in Fig. 5.10. The real-world vehicle
has 11 axles and 26 tires. The tractor was propelled by an ICE, and the dolly was
driven by EMs. The vehicle was modeled by a single-track model, as shown in
Fig. 2.3, where some axles were grouped, as shown in Fig. 5.10. The single-track
model included 26 tires, the same number of tires as in the real-world vehicle.
The NOCP defined in (5.1) is modified to include the lateral stability con-
straints and the additional state variables. It includes 12 states, i.e.,
x = [φ1, vx, vy, φ̇1, θ1, θ2, θ3, θ̇1, θ̇2, θ̇3, soc, t] (5.13)
where vx and vy denote the longitudinal and lateral velocities of the first unit and
θ1, θ2 and θ3 denote the articulation angles. The input vector remains similar to
that in NOCP (5.1), i.e., u = [Fe, Fmw, Fbr, γe, γm]. Here, the criteria for lateral
stability comprise the availability of the additional lateral and longitudinal forces
and the lateral acceleration of each of the vehicle units, evaluated at the unit’s
COG. Therefore, the following changes in (5.1) must be made to include the above
lateral stability constraints:
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friction ellipse total force constraints:
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i = 1, . . . , nu, j = 1, . . . , na, uaij 6= 0,
lateral acceleration constraints:
|ayi(x(s), Au(s)u(s))| ≤ aymaxi, i = 1, . . . , nu, (5.14d)
where compared to (5.1), the constraints (5.14b), (5.14c) and (5.14d) were added,
as well as the term c vx δ
2
11, according to (2.30), which was added to the longitu-
dinal dynamic equation (5.14a). The rest of the constraints and the cost function
remain the same as in NOCP (5.1). Constraint (5.14b) accounts for the lateral
dynamics, according to the model explained in section 2.4, where Au maps the
EMS inputs to the input forces used in the lateral dynamics model. Notably,
the steering angles act as known inputs to the NOCP defined above. Constraint
(5.14c) limits the sum of the lateral and longitudinal forces experienced by each
of the tires (or axles), where Fxwij and Fywij denote the tire (or axle) longitudinal
and lateral forces in the wheel coordinate system and Fzij denotes the tire (or
axle) vertical force, which considers the road grade. The safety factor S is used to
account for measurement uncertainties and modeling imperfections. Constraint
(5.14d) limits the lateral acceleration of each of the units, where ayi denotes the
lateral acceleration of the COG of unit i.
Is using a simple bound on the lateral acceleration sufficient for lateral
stability?
The maximum lateral acceleration of each of the vehicle units aymaxi depends on





The above maximum acceleration is a simplified equation for predicting the
roll-over acceleration of a single-unit rigid vehicle. In this thesis the roll motion
was not modeled in order to reduce the number of states. A safety factor Sa > 1,
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Figure 5.11: a) Simulation of the jack-knifing situation on a wet road (µ = 0.6) at a low
lateral acceleration caused by full braking of the dolly second axle; b) a similar situation on an
icy road (µ = 0.35). In both cases, the combined slip model (5.7) based on the friction ellipse
with e = 1 has been used in the vehicle model. Note that the dolly jack-knifing is detected
when the two articulation angles θ2 and θ3 increase in opposite directions (see Fig. 5.2). The
jack-knifing situation cannot be avoided by limiting the lateral acceleration alone to be less than
is 2.94 m/s2 and 1.72 m/s2 for the wet and icy roads, respectively; however, it can be avoided
by using constraint (5.14c).
however, accounts for possible environment uncertainties, state prediction error,
and roll motion model simplification. In addition, the maximum lateral accel-
eration should also be limited by the side slip at low friction. A simple point
mass model can be used to show that may,max = Fy,max = µFz = µmg; thus,
ay,max = µ g. Therefore, a rough estimate for the upper bound of the lateral




min(µ g, ay,max,roll,i). (5.16)
The limit on the lateral acceleration alone cannot prevent instability, jack-
knifing and swinging unless a very conservative safety factor is used because of
the tire combined slip effect, where the maximum lateral force drops considerably
if a high longitudinal force is actuated. It might often occur that the maximum
braking and propulsion is preferable on the electrified axle, as decided by the EMS.
For example, in the scenario shown in Fig. 5.2, the A-double drives downhill on a
slightly curved road, and the lateral acceleration is low. Therefore, the constraints
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on the lateral acceleration are not active, yet the vehicle loses stability. Fig. 5.11
illustrates this scenario for two different values of road friction coefficient, i.e., µ =
0.6 and µ = 0.35, corresponding to wet and icy roads, respectively. Considering
a safety factor of 2, the maximum acceleration according to (5.16) is 2.94 m/s2
and 1.72 m/s2 for the wet and icy roads, respectively. By contrast, in Fig. 5.11,
the loss of stability triggers at 1.8 m/s2 and 1.3 m/s2 lateral acceleration. Similar
instability might occur on dry asphalt at higher lateral acceleration. Moreover,
an uneven load distribution can cause an even more unstable situation. Such an
unstable situation could be prevented by using constraint (5.14c), which takes into
account both the longitudinal and lateral forces based on the tire combined slip
effect. Therefore, using a simple bound on the lateral acceleration is not sufficient
to ensure lateral stability.
Comparison of the solutions: EMS with and without lateral stability
constraints
Algorithm 3 can be used to obtain real-time solutions of the NOCP (5.1) by means
of the MPC approach and using SLP or SQP, where the constraints related to the
lateral stability (5.14) are checked only for the beginning of the prediction horizon,
i.e., 5-10 % of the length of the prediction horizon, whereas they are relaxed for the
rest of the prediction horizon. As previously explained, the discretization of the
lateral equations is considerably finer than that used in other dynamic equations
of NOCP (5.1).
The lateral equations are highly nonlinear, and the set of nonlinear equations
has many terms that are not included in this thesis. The set of equations can
be generated using the code provided in [43] as a part of the work done in this
thesis. The equations for the axle lateral forces and COG lateral accelerations in
the space domain, however, are provided in the Appendix.
The NOCP problem (5.1) with and without constraints (5.14) is solved in a
single horizon, and the results of the two cases are compared in Figs. 5.12-5.16.
The driving cycle included two turns in the road, as illustrated in Fig. 2.18. Fig.
5.12 shows the first 400 m of the prediction horizon, where the lateral stability
constraints (5.14) were active.
Fig. 5.13 illustrates the optimal trajectories of the vehicle longitudinal veloc-
ity, ICE gear, and SOC, and the road topography, speed limit and regions where
the vehicle eco-rolls, i.e., where it rolls down-hill while the ICE is off, the clutch
is disengaged, or the gearbox is in the neutral state. The speed limit was gener-
ated by preprocessing the driving cycle and limiting the speed based on the road
curvature and the legal speed limit. The speed limit is updated together with
the receding horizon. Therefore, the impact of the surrounding traffic in limiting
the vehicle speed can also be considered. In Fig. 5.13.b, the optimal velocity
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Figure 5.12: The beginning of the prediction horizon where the lateral stability constraints
are checked.
decreases at the beginning of the horizon where the lateral stability constraints
are active. Later in the horizon, the optimal velocity of the vehicle with lateral
stability constraints is higher than that of the vehicle without lateral stability con-
straints to compensate for the time lost at the beginning of the horizon because
of the lower speed. This occurs since the arrival time is also constrained in the
two NOCPs. The arrival time is the time spent by the reference vehicle to travel
the horizon. The reference vehicle is similar to the controlled vehicle but with a
conventional powertrain that tries to maintain the speed limit as far as the vehicle
powertrain allows. However, the motion of this reference vehicle should not be
used for the linearization of the lateral dynamics equations, as its performance
might be very different from the optimal performance of the controlled vehicle.
The linearization reference trajectories were obtained using the inputs generated
by solving the NOCP without lateral stability constraints. The obtained axle
forces were then used to simulate the full vehicle dynamics nonlinear model to
generate the final state-input reference trajectories used for linearization of the
lateral equations and generating the Jacobians. The Jacobians do not need to be
updated frequently unless the hardware computational capacity allows. Moreover,
the nonlinear vehicle dynamics model included a driver model that decided the
steering input required to follow the road lane.
In addition, the horizon final SOC was constrained to have the same value
as that at the beginning of the horizon, the so-called charge sustaining strategy.
Such a hard constraint can be used for long horizons. For short horizons, however,
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Figure 5.13: a) The solution of the NOCP excluding the lateral stability constraints; b) the
solution of the NOCP including the lateral stability constraints for the first 400 m. When the
lateral stability constraints are included, the optimal velocity decreases at the beginning of the
horizon to keep the vehicle stable, and the optimal ICE gear is different than that in the case
when the stability constraints are not included. Moreover, later in the horizon, the vehicle goes
faster compared to the case when the stability constraints are not included to compensate for
the time lost as a result of the velocity drop at the beginning of the horizon.
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Figure 5.14: The optimal lateral and longitudinal forces acting on different axles in a part of
the driving cycle. GA refers to the axle group. The force region that is forbidden because of
safety concerns refers to sums of the lateral and longitudinal forces that violate the condition√
F 2xw + F
2
yw ≤ 1SµFZ, where S = 2. The forbidden region of Fyw because of Fxw refers to the
values of Fyw that violate the condition Fyw ≤
√
( 1SµFZ)
2 − F 2xw. The constraints are violated




2 − F 2yw is not shown. Moreover, only the nonzero values of the forces are
shown.
it might be more energy efficient to not have a hard constraint on the SOC at the
end of the horizon; instead, a terminal cost can be included to penalize deviation
of the SOC from the set value at the end of the horizon. The same strategy could
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Figure 5.15: Similar to Fig. 5.14 but the NOCP included the lateral stability constraints.
Higher friction brakes were used in addition to less electric regenerative braking and propulsion
forces to meet all the constraints on all the axles.
be used for the vehicle velocity at the end of the horizon or for the arrival time.
The optimal tire forces generated by solving the two NOCPs are shown in
Figs. 5.14 and 5.15. These figures show the axle lateral and longitudinal forces
and the force limits because of the safety concerns and tire maximum available
force. The solution of the NOCP includes the optimal trajectories of the ICE
propulsion force on the second axle group, the electric drive force (positive or
negative) on the fifth axle, and a single friction brake force distributed between
all the axles, except the fifth one, proportionally to the axle vertical force. If the
lateral constraint is not included in the NOCP, the limits of the lateral force are
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Figure 5.16: A comparison between the optimal longitudinal velocity, maximum lateral accel-
eration, and the maximum off-tracking of the two NOCPs.




















Figure 5.17: A comparison between the tire lateral slips on different axles obtained by solving
the two different NOCPs. The solid line is the case with no lateral stability constraints, and the
dashed lines represent the case with the lateral stability constraints.
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violated by the fifth axle. When the lateral constraints are included, the optimizer
attempts to optimally distribute the propulsion and brake forces between axles
such that the tire forces remain in the safe region, as shown in Fig. 5.15 for the
lateral force. The vehicle velocity is not reduced unless necessary since the forces
can be distributed differently between axles to maintain the stability constraints
while the sum of the forces is constant.
The performance of the vehicle is better illustrated in Fig. 5.16, where the op-
timal longitudinal speed, maximum lateral acceleration and maximum off-tracking
are shown for the two cases. The lateral acceleration is reduced considerably when
the lateral stability constraints are included in NOCP. However, the off-tracking
increases when the lateral stability constraints are included. This is because of
the reduction in the longitudinal velocity and, consequently, the reduction in the
lateral acceleration, which reduced the effect of “shooting” the trailers towards
the outer side of the road curve, thereby increasing the off-tracking on the inner
side.
Finally, the lateral slips of the axles are shown in Fig. 5.17 for the two different
cases.
5.4 Second and third control layers: speed and
state of charge tracking5
5.4.1 Acceleration and brake pedals control
Using the requested speed, this control layer regulates the acceleration and pedal
positions or, alternatively, the total propulsion and brake power. The advantage
of controlling the pedal positions is that, in a real vehicle, there is no need to
directly send propulsion and brake request signals to the actuators, in which case,
additional care would be required to coordinate the same actuation signals coming
from active safety functions. This control layer is based on an MPC with a simple
first-order vehicle model that generates desired acceleration, inspired by [149].
Then, a simple inverse vehicle model is used to calculate the propulsion and brake
power together with a request for neutral (gear 0) and automatic (gear non-zero)
gearbox states. Constraints on smooth driving can be imposed in this layer by
limiting acceleration and jerk. The control structure is depicted in Fig. 5.18.
The first-order vehicle model used in the receding horizon control block (RHC)
5This section was not presented in any of the appended papers.
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Figure 5.19: MPC block of the second control layer.













where the input of the first-order system is u = ades and the system states are
x = [v, a]T; τ and K are the system time constant and gain. Discretization in
time, with time index k and time step T , yields













yk = Cxk, C = [1 0], (5.19)
where the system output yk is selected to be the vehicle speed. The above system
is stable for 0 < T ≤ 2τ . It can be shown that the same system is valid for the
deviation variables, i.e.,
δxk+1 = Aδxk +Bδuk, (5.20)
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δxk = xk − xs, δuk = uk − us,
where (xs, us) are steady states of the system given the set point vreq and satisfying
the equation
[












In this case, the speed set point is vreq, and the acceleration set point is zero.
The MPC block is shown in Fig. 5.19. The target selector (TS) block solves Eq.
(5.21). The values of T and τ should be carefully tuned. Here, T = 0.5 and
τ = 0.5.
Based on the definitions above, the RHC optimization problem with the objec-
tive of minimizing the speed tracking error is defined as follows. To simplify the
notation, the optimization problem is shown for a single horizon with prediction
length Hp.
Find δuk k = 1 . . . Hp





subject to ∀k = 1 . . . Hp
Eq. (5.20),
δumin ≤ δuk ≤ δumax (5.22b)
where δx0 is the state deviation at the beginning of the horizon. Additional terms
can be added to the objective function and set of constraints to minimize and
limit the acceleration variation and, consequently, increase the ride comfort.
The above controller yields high-quality speed tracking.
The vehicle inverse model simply includes Eq. (2.31).
Fw(t) = mades(t) + Fg(s(t)) + Froll(s(t)) + Fair(v(t)) + F
approx
steer (s(t)). (5.23)
where v(t) ≈ vx(t) and
Pprop,req =
{
Fw(t)v(t), ades > 0




Fw(t)v(t), ades < 0
0, ades ≥ 0
(5.25)
As a part of the doctoral studies, this speed-tracking controller was pro-
grammed, tuned and tested on a real tractor at low speeds up to 30 km/h and
showed high-quality speed-tracking performance. The details of the real-world
test are expected to be published in future.
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5.4.2 Tracking the requested state of charge
The third control layer uses the reference SOC trajectory generated in the first
layer to split the power between the engine and electric machines in an instan-
taneous optimum manner using ECMS. ECMS, introduced by [110] and [109],
reduces the optimal control problem to an instantaneous optimization problem
using a nonlinear powertrain model and state feedback from vehicle sensors to
compensate for the imperfections of the simplified powertrain model used in the
first layer. Therefore, the nonlinear properties of the system that have not been
considered in the predictive optimization are taken into account in an instanta-
neous optimization. The equivalent consumption function Ċeqv(t) to be minimized
at each instant is defined as




where Ċf(t) is the fuel consumption rate given by Eq. (2.40), ef is the energy
content per gram of fuel, soc(t) is the current state of charge, which is a state
variable, Pb is battery power and s(soc(t)) is the equivalence factor or a correction
function that penalizes the deviation of the current SOC soc(t) from the reference














where Eb,max is the maximum energy that can be stored in the battery. According
to [126], equivalent consumption function (5.26) is the same as the Hamiltonian
derived using PMP and the reference SOC is similar to the reference co-state.
However, physical interpretation of the co-state and Hamiltonian function is bet-
ter described by Eq. (5.26), which is preferred in this thesis. Penalty function
s(soc(t)) favors the use of the battery energy according to the reference SOC, giv-
ing a high weight to the battery equivalent consumption if the SOC is below the
reference and a smaller weight if it is higher than the reference. Given the total
power request at the wheels from the second layer, the power split is achieved
by minimizing Eq. (5.26) with respect to Pb(t). At each instant, soc(t) is calcu-
lated by integrating Eq. (5.28) and taking the actual vehicle SOC determined by
sensors as the initial SOC. Since the optimization problem has a single variable
(Pb(t)), finding a solution is rather quick using either an analytical approach, as
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explained in [23, 126], nonlinear programming, or implementing PSO according
to section 2.2.
The above three-layer predictive energy management controller was tested in
simulations using a high-fidelity in-house vehicle model. However, the lateral





By implementing mathematical optimization methods and tailoring the propulsion
system of a fleet of freight vehicles, this thesis proposed methodologies to enhance
road freight transportation efficiency and minimize the fleet TCO. The propulsion
systems included conventional, battery electric, and hybrid powertrains. Coupling
the infrastructure design to the propulsion system tailoring helped to reduce the
TCO. This thesis showed that the optimum vehicle-infrastructure depends on
many factors related to the operational design domain and the prices of energy
and different components, utilization level, etc. Moreover, the competitiveness
of different road freight transportation solutions, including vehicles without hu-
man drivers, was compared for different transportation scenarios, and sensitivity
analyses of TCO were performed for the contributing factors to help practitioners
select a vehicle that suits their needs.
As a result of the propulsion system tailoring, LHVs with distributed propul-
sion on different axles were found to be viable solutions for certain transportation
scenarios. Therefore, this thesis proposed a methodology for predictive and opti-
mal control of distributed propulsion, where safe and energy-efficient driving were
assured. As the proposed methodology was model based and included the overall
vehicle motion, combined optimal control of the steering, propulsion and braking
in long prediction horizons was also achieved.
The following section includes some of the important highlights of the thesis
and the appended papers.
6.1 Highlights
Vehicle-infrastructure design (based on Paper A)
– LHVs are not cost-efficient in missions with relatively short driving time,
i.e., with a low utilization level. In such missions, the costs of the hardware
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and driver are the deciding factors.
– Vehicle performance-based characteristics acting as constraints reduce the
size of the vehicle-infrastructure design problem substantially by disqualify-
ing many vehicles.
– If strong performance-based characteristics are required, the routing prob-
lem can be separated from propulsion design for certain transportation tasks.
Otherwise, the vehicle-infrastructure design problem is coupled with the
routing problem.
– Considering route-specific performance-based standards, i.e., adopting the
performance-based standards for the routes of the vehicle missions, results
in designing cheaper vehicles for those missions.
Automation and electrification (based on Papers C and D)
– Poor vehicle customization results in an increase in TCO, e.g., if an electric
vehicle designed to operate in a travel range of 80 km is used instead in
missions with a travel range of 10 km.
– The optimum propulsion setup differs between BEHVs equipped with ADS
and such vehicles with a human driver, whereas no difference in ICE opti-
mum size was observed in CHVs with different driving systems.
– ADS make BEHVs more competitive with CHVs compared to BEHVs driven
by human drivers.
– The reduction in TCO caused by ADS was between 27% and 46% for BE-
HVs and between 11% and 41% for CHVs for transportation missions with
different characteristics.
– The reduction in TCO caused by ADS with a very low cost of transport
mission management system was between 40% and 78% for BEHVs and
between 20% and 70% for CHVs for transportation missions with different
characteristics.
– BEHVs equipped with ADS tend to have lower optimal speeds than those
vehicles with human drivers.
– It is less expensive for BEHVs equipped with ADS than CHVs equipped
with ADS to drive at low speeds, i.e., an increase in TCO up to 10% was
observed in BEHVs equipped with ADS if they were driven at a speed of
50 km/h, whereas the increase in TCO was up to 25% for CHVs equipped
with ADS. Therefore, if the speed of vehicles equipped with ADS must be
limited for safety reasons, this limitation is less expensive for BEHVs.
– If a similar propulsion hardware as in a BEHV with a human driver is used
in a BEHV equipped with ADS, the TCO might increase between zero and
25%, depending on the transportation mission and vehicle size.
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– Larger vehicles have lower profit margins when employing ADS, mainly be-
cause of the lower share of the driver cost compared to the total cost.
– Increased hilliness of the road negatively affects the competitiveness of BE-
HVs, mainly because of the high power needed to travel uphill, which re-
quires large batteries.
– Large vehicle sizes yield lower TCO in all missions, including the ones with
short travel distances down to 10 km, in the case of quick LU and high
utilization.
– BEHVs of all the sizes, regardless of the driving system, show a minimum
TCO at certain travel ranges. The optimum travel range differs depending
on the vehicle size, hardware and mission.
Fleet vehicle-infrastructure design (based on Paper E)
– Integrated fleet vehicle-infrastructure optimization can substantially reduce
the TCO, e.g., a reduction of 50% in the case of a fleet and 35% in the case
of a single battery electric vehicle, e.g., a fleet of LHVs with the optimized
propulsion system could result in an approximately 50% lower TCO than
that in a fleet of rigid trucks.
– The optimum fleet composition and optimum vehicle hardware are sensitive
to the daily operation time and freight volume/mass flow.
– In LHVs, additional semitrailers show up as solutions for LU, in many mis-
sions, giving the priority of having propelled axles to the converter-dolly.
– Charging power and the durations of charging and LU, along with other
factors, affect the optimum battery size.
– Low-density freight improves the competitiveness of BEHVs against CHVs
since the gross combination mass is not reached, even if large batteries are
used, i.e., in that case, the batteries do not reduce the vehicle volume-loading
capacity.
– If many vehicles are included in a mission, then infrastructure can be shared
among them, affecting the optimum size of the batteries and the competi-
tiveness of the BEHVs in a positive manner.
– BEHVs benefit more than hybrid vehicles from improvements in battery
quality.
– For missions involving long stop times, CHVs result in a lower TCO than
that of BEHVs and hybrid vehicles, mainly due to the high depreciation of
the purchase cost of hybrid and electric vehicles and low utilization.
– Future reduction in battery prices, increased battery quality, diesel price,
and tax incentives, and extension of the vehicle service life and battery
second life also contribute to the competitiveness of BHEVs against CHVs.
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Energy management of hybrid vehicles (based on Papers B and F)
– Optimal (predictive) EMS helps to reduce costs and energy consumption.
– Traffic flow has a considerable influence on the optimal (predictive) EMS.
– Optimal EMS of hybrid vehicles, excluding the optimal speed optimization,
i.e., predictive split of the power between EMs and ICE considering the
upcoming road horizon and traffic, yields up to a 4% reduction in fuel con-
sumption in smooth traffic (RMS acceleration of 0.166 m/s2) on the given
road profile, whereas in traffic with a relatively high variation in speed (RMS
acceleration of 0.261 m/s2), the reduction can reach up to 12% compared to
a reference consumption obtained by optimizing the power split but not in
a predictive manner.
– Including the battery degradation in the cost function decreases battery wear
of small batteries, whereas the total operational cost, i.e., the sum of the
energy cost and the battery degradation cost, remains almost unchanged.
– The optimal power split, i.e., the value, i.e., the merit, of the predictive
control, is not highly sensitive to the vehicle total mass variation.
– The optimal power split is more effective for a certain range of battery sizes.
– The value of the predictive control is higher for larger ICEs, especially in
nonsmooth traffic.
– The value of the predictive control cannot be precisely reported unless the
vehicle parameters and the driving cycle, as well as the reference vehicle,
i.e., the baseline, and its control strategies, are precisely known.
Optimal energy management and vehicle stability (based on Paper H
and Chapter 5)
– Sequential programming was an effective method for real-time solving of
nonlinear predictive energy management problems comprising many states
and inputs (three states: longitudinal speed, SOC, and time; and five inputs:
ICE force, EMs force, friction brake force, gear of ICE, gear of EM).
– The SLP yields similar results as the SQP while being computationally more
efficient.
– The convex quadratic approximation of the ICE fuel consumption map does
not need to be updated sequentially if it is closely fitted to the actual map.
A close fit can be obtained using the vehicle longitudinal speed as a state.
Consideration of the vehicle longitudinal speed as a state also helps the
inclusion of the lateral stability constraints.
– Consideration a full model of lateral dynamics in predictive EMS is possible;
for example, the resulting problem for an A-double has 12 states and five
inputs.
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– Lateral stability is best assured by limiting the tire forces such that they
always remain less than a maximum limit, as well as limiting the lateral
acceleration.
– In long-horizon predictive energy and lateral stability control, vehicle speed
and the propulsion and braking of different axles are optimally controlled in
such a way that the vehicle remains stable under all road conditions while
the energy usage is optimal.
– The derived vehicle dynamics model is nonlinear with a nonlinear tire model
considering the combined slip. Such a model is essential for predicting vehi-
cle behavior in long prediction horizons, in contrast to linear models, which
are suitable for very short prediction horizons.
– Combined optimal control of the steering, braking and propulsion of mul-
titrailer vehicles is possible in real time if the NOCP is converted into an
LTV-OCP by linearizing the nonlinear equation around the reference trajec-
tories. Linearization around the operating conditions or a fixed trajectory
results in a poor controller.
– The derived nonlinear vehicle models can predict vehicle behavior close to
the experimental data in maneuvers with low lateral acceleration, and the
nonlinear single-track model was also shown to be efficient.
– The proposed LTV-OCPs can be used for efficient and safe motion and
energy control of any road vehicle.
– As the derived NOCPs involved the least simplifications in the vehicle model,
they can be used as benchmarks for validation of simpler controllers.
6.2 Future works
This thesis assumed that a clear description of future transportation assignments
is already available in the conceptual design stage of fleet vehicles, which resulted
in deterministic problems. Inclusion of uncertainty and stochastic operations in
vehicle-infrastructure design can be a subject of future work. However, large
uncertainties result in less vehicle customization, which yields higher TCO.
The sources of power of propulsion systems in this thesis were limited to con-
ventional diesel and battery electric. Alternative power sources, such as fuel cells,
can be included as design variables in vehicle-infrastructure optimization, and
their competitiveness against the CHVs and BEHVs can be studied in the future.
At the time of writing this thesis, the vehicle concept of a real-world A-double
with an electrified dolly was not ready. Future work could involve testing the
proposed algorithms on the concept vehicle and determining the least number of
signals and sensors required.
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The combined optimal control of the steering, propulsion, and braking based
on the proposed algorithm can be tested for reverse vehicle motion in the future.
The proposed NOCPs are very large and have many states and inputs that, in
the case of long prediction horizons, makes them suitable only for the top control
layer, which does not require an update frequency greater than 10 Hz. Moreover,
the upcoming road must be known to the controller. When the human driver takes
over vehicle control, the role of the controller for combined steering, braking and
propulsion must change to active steering, and the upcoming road is unknown.
Such a scenario was not studied in the thesis. In that case, for example, for an
A-double with a steerable dolly, the dolly active steering must rely on the first axle
steering input. The proposed NOCP in this thesis can be tested by generating
the optimal dolly steering angle using a prediction horizon that is the same size
as the distance between the first axle of the first unit and the first axle of the
dolly. Such a controller is expected to generate a valid control action under any
operating conditions.
Moreover, the proposed optimal controller can be used for supervised training
of a motion controller with the purpose of generating optimal control actions with
a high frequency that can also be used in the lower control layers.
Finally, the proposed speed-tracking controller in the second control layer of
the predictive energy management was tested on a real-world truck at low speed
and showed good speed-tracking performance. The results are expected to be
published in the future.
Appendix A
Equations of lateral forces and
accelerations
Most of the notation used in this section is defined in section 2.4. In addition,
the parameters that are related to the nonlinear tire model defined in Paper G
include the following: Fz0ij denotes the nominal tire normal force of axle j on
vehicle unit i, Cscy0 and C
us
cy0 denote the cornering coefficient at the nominal tire
normal force for steered and unsteered tires, respectively, usyg and u
us
yg denote the
maximum lateral force gradient for steered and unsteered tires, respectively.
A.1 Axle lateral force equations of an A-double
vehicle
Fyw11 =− FZ11 sin((2916457339141729 tan−1((1125899906842624Cscy0
















(FZ11 cos(λb1) cos(λp1))/(10nw11))/Fz011 + 1))/((11665829356566916




yg(Fz011 − (FZ11 cos(λb1) cos(λp1))/nw11))/(5Fz011)− 4/5)
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(1− F 2xw11/(F 2Z11e2µ211 cos(λb1)2 cos(λp1)2))1/2, (A.1)
Fyw12 =− FZ12 sin((2916457339141729 tan−1((1125899906842624Cuscy0




sin(φ1)(vy sin(φ1)− vx cos(φ1)+
dφ1
ds
vxxa12 sin(φ1)))/| sin(φ1)(vy cos(φ1) + vx sin(φ1)+
dφ1
ds
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(1− F 2xw12/(F 2Z12e2µ212 cos(λb1)2 cos(λp1)2))1/2, (A.2)
Fyw21 =− FZ21 sin((2916457339141729 tan−1((1125899906842624Cuscy0
tan−1((cos(φ1 − θ1)(vy cos(φ1) + vx sin(φ1)+
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dφ1
ds








yg(Fz021 − (FZ21 cos(λb2) cos(λp2))/nw21))/(5Fz021)− 4/5)
(1− F 2xw21/(F 2Z21e2µ221 cos(λb2)2 cos(λp2)2))1/2, (A.3)
Fyw31 =− FZ31 sin((2916457339141729 tan−1((1125899906842624Cscy0
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dφ1
ds








(FZ31 cos(λb3) cos(λp3))/nw31))/(5Fz031)− 4/5)
(1− F 2xw31/(F 2Z31e2µ231 cos(λb3)2 cos(λp3)2))1/2, (A.4)
Fyw32 =− FZ32 sin((2916457339141729 tan−1((1125899906842624Cuscy0
tan−1((cos(θ1 − φ1 + θ2)(vy cos(φ1) + vx sin(φ1)− xa32
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A.2 Lateral acceleration equations of vehicle units
of an A-double vehicle
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ds
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